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TO PREVENT INTERVENTION, MADERO

AGREES TO ARMISTICE IN MEXICO

PRESIDENT TAFT THREE KILLED BY HORRIBLE WRECK STATEHOOD
liflFS
PLEASED OVER
EXPLOSION OF CLAIMS THIRTY OVER TILL

Ml

ARMISTICE
LEADER OF REVOLUTIONISTS

CONSENTS

1

THE SOLDIERS AWAIT

NEWS OF TRUCE

IN

TANK CAR

MEXICO
TENSION
IN
WASHINGTON

RE-

LIEVES

OUTCOME OF TRUCE

AS VICTIMS

VICTIMS ENVELOPED IN BURNING
GASOLINE.
SUFFERING
AWFUL DEATH

PASSENGER

I

KAIN

TUESDAY

NEAR

GRA - IIJONFft

nAiviaiowiM, S. A., PLUNGES
THROUGH TRESTLE

THE TEMPORARY
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SON, SECURE A FURTHER
DELAY

El Paso, Tex, April 22. Dawa to CONFERS WITH DICKINSON BODIES BLOWNOVER 100 FEET
DROPS INTO A DEEP CANON ARE PLAYING
DIRTY POLITICS
day found the federal and rebel
armies resting within rifle shot of each SECRETARY
OF WAR IS SUMMON CLOTHING WAS STRIPPED FROM
DnIUGc COLLAPSED WHILP TUP ENEMIES OF NEW
other. Each side had Its cannon in
MEXLCO GET
ED TO WHITE HOUSE TO TALK
CORPSES WHICH WERE SHOCK
TRAIN WAS PASSING OVER
position and the soldiers were keeping
EAR
'
OF
MEM- DEMOCRATIC
OVER SITUATION
INGLY MUTILATED
close to their rifles. The Jnsurrectoa
HIGH STRUCTURE
BERS
OF
COMMITTEE
occupy a mountain range In crescent
shape about the city. The hills and EXPECT LULL IN FIGHTING CAUSE OF ACCIDENT
MYSTERY MANY MIRACULOUS ESCAPES
gullies are full of dirty, unkempt, half
OPPOSE ANY AMENDMENTS
clad men, carrying arms of every de
(NVtsi IGATION UNDER WAY TO THAT EVERY ONE ON BOARD WAS
scription and wearing clothes of an wnitt AFFECTING BUT SMALI
CURRY, FALL AND CLANCY FIGHT- AREA, AGREEMENT MAY HAVE
ASCERTAIN HOW BLOW-Ucharacter.
equally
conglomerated
n
NUr KILLED SEEMS
ING TO SECURE CONSTITUGOOD MORAL EFFECT
Tbey, themselves, wash their meager
OCCURRED
MARVELOUS
in
Rio
the
TION'S APPROVAL
but
is
clothing
it
Grande,
noticeable that more Americans are
22.
wasnmgton,
St. Louis, Mo., April 22. Three
President
April
per
vaye lawn, s. a., April 22. Thirty
aft received news of the arrange sons were
performing this task than Mexican.
ARMIES ARE
Washington, April 22 By securing
ARMS The
killed today and persons are
reported to have been the ear of the democratic members of
latter are bathing their tired feet menta for an armistice in Mexico with nine injured,instantly
four fatally, by an ex killed and as
many more injured when
or begging from the Americans who naiaguised satisfaction. He imme
plosion or a tank car filled with gaso- - a passenger train on the Kowiera rail- the house committee on territories.
crowd along the Texas side o
th diately informed the members of his line, which was
Messrs. Jones, Hand and Fergusson
standing on the Wa road plunged Into a rocky gorge 250
De- river. The stream is not wid? and cabinet and summoned Secretary of bash tracks at the
and other enemies of New Mexico, to-i .
plant of the Bell deep, owing- tn t hi
l
the Americans can with easo toss War Dickinson to the White oHuse Oil company. The
7 d6layed a rePrt n tbe PrP8e1
clothing was blown the
uZil ....
Blaauwkran,
l""" constitution for the new state, and an
cigarettes, small articles of food, for a short conference. The secretary frpm the bodies of those killed and tMn
,
ilulu vii auamsiawn. todav.
.
T,
fruit and other things over the line. was visibly- - pleased when he left. It n7
tvip&co were louna more tnan a That every one aboard the train was adjournment 'was taken until next
The
United
so'diers
States
is
Move-me- nt
Tuesday morning at 10 o'clock.
believed here that while the
hundred feet from the scene of the not killed seems
patrolling
nothing short of
In the meantime, other
make no effort to prevent this, but
is to include only a amall explosion, horribly
mutilated. The marvelous.
New Mexico patriots will reach Washthey keep a. watchful eye to prevent part of Mexico, "that zone between cause of the blowing up of the car Is
ington and join the coterie opposed
any attempt to get ammunition over Juarez and Chihuahua," as stated in
mystery and an Investigation is
VESSEL WRECKED IN GALE
to statehood, and the combined force
the river.
Madero's telegram to Dr. Gomez, it under way.
Rio Janiero, April 22. The German
will make a determined effort to se
'General Madero has agreed to de will have the moral effect of
producsteamer San Nicholas was lost be- cure
the disapproval of the constitu
lay his contemplated attack on Juarez, ing at least a temporary inactivity
tween this port and Santos. The ves- - tion.
BANK DIRECTORS BALK
REVOLUTIONARY LEADER WANTS PEACE
Fergusson, Hand, Jones, et al
pending the outcome of the peace of the Insurgents in other parts of
New York, April 22. On advice of el went n8hore during a gale. The are demanding certain amendments to
negotiations, provided the government ihe republic
counsel, William J. Cummins and J. Passengers and crew were saved
the constitution, and have been workwill bind itself to move no troops,
Indicted
directors
Reychmann,
of
ing the members of the committee
Madero's Camp, April 22. The prospects of peace in Mexico beparticularly in the direction of Juarez.
the defunct Carnegie Trust company,
from a political standpoint.
Before it can be said that an armistice
came extremely roseate today when General Madeeo in en interview
balked at most of the questions ask- CARUSO
OFFERS
HOUSE
Today
George Curry
RATIFIES
has been arranged, word must come
ed by the grand jury late yesterday
made a vigorous speech against any
with an Associated Press correspondent, declared he had never and
fiom Mexico City that the movement
amendments and Judge Fall also exwhen subpoenaed to testify as to their
0t troops in the zone between Juarez
does not bow insist on tie immediate resignation of President Did2 As
relations
SAINT
Charles
with
H.
plained the provisions of the consti
the
Hyde
RECIPROCITY PACT
and Chihuahua has been stopped."
tution and declared in strong terms
oltjr chamberlain, and tell what they
a necessary preliminary to the signing of a. peaoa pact.
That la the way the peace commisagainst any anwndmenta being m4
Davis TENOR BELIEVES
knew
of
Justice
city
deposit.
feltimfhe
RECOVERY OF to tb organic law.
sion this morning described
"It has teen said 1 sent an ultimatum to President Diaz, Insisting
declared the" questions pertinent to
BY MAJORITY OF
RE
OPPOSED
HIS VOICE LIES IN MIRACUIt has been generally conceded in
f.cn. Madero's army. Is now resting
the inquiry. Under the threat of be
be must resign," said Madero. "I did not do bo. I would like to see
MEASURE PASSPUBLICANS
Informed circles in Washington
on Its arms awaiting a reply from the
well
LOUS
POWER
court
of
In
declared
contempt
ing
the
ES 265 TO 89
house committee on territorthat
Mexican capital aa to the willingness
the revolution ended peacefully. I want no further bloodshed. I alCummins and Reychmann returned
was favorable to the immediate
ies
Diaz to enter into 'the proposed
of
22.
Rome,
Ne
to
no
un
the
It
Is
an
war
April
there
is
where
Clffarlello,
perand
the
to
star
been
tfo the
end,
bring
ohamber,
willing
ways have
Ariarmistice. It is believed a truce will
apolitan sculptor who obtained notor. admission of New Mexico and
Washington, April 22. President derstood they replied.
on
the
favorable
a
and
sonal sacrifice I will not make. It must be borne in mind, however,
zona,
report
on
the
be arranged. The next step
iety through his trial for wife murTaft's Canadian reciprocity agreeresolution was looked for without
of
of
which
will
acto
be
the
are
not
crime
was
der,
of
which
the
terns
he
no
rrogram
appointment
satisfactory
peace,
that there can be
ment, supported by all but a handful GOVERNOR'S VETO WILL STAND
opquitted, recently exhibited in Flor- debate. The entirely unexpected
envoys to discuss the terms of peaty;.
of the democratic leaders,
of democrats, and opposed by a ma
the Mexican people. All my officers are in perfect accord with my
position
to
ence
22.
a
The
senate
bust
of
Enrico
Denver, April
Caruso,
plaster
jority of the republicans, passed the day failed to pass over Governor Shaf- - the tenor. This was considered a mas- however, has changed the situation.
Federals Hate Americans
views. Not one will try to continue the rebellion If they find honoris still probChihuahua City, April 22. The feel- house of representatives late yester- f roth's veto of the Cornforth bill, terpiece of art as well as a striking While a favorable report
able terms are to be had and the people of Mexico are to receive those
constitu
of
the
the
opponents
able,
ing engendered among the Mexican day afternoon b ya vote of 265 to 89. which legalized horse racing and pari- likeness of the singer, and the sculp- tion have succeeded in causing suf
tor
told
lacked
a
bill
friend
"rights guaranteed them by the constitution."
The
to
of
he
intended
mutuel
that
only
the
forces
senate.
federal
The bill now goes to the
betting.
participation
by
have It cast in bronze. Recently, how- ficient delay to make the admission
one yote of passing.
Americans In the Insurrection is insession of conever, Ciff arlello received a letter from of either state at this
the
tense. The federals
regard
almost
MILL
impossible.
BUILDING
PLANING
gress
Caruso, then in New York, ordering
Americans fighting against them as
GENERAL MADERO CONSENTS TO ARMISTICE
on the
the bust to be cast in solid silver regreater foes than the natives and Work was begun yesterday
JAPAN ANGERED BY
gardless of expense.
those in authority have sent out no erection of a planing mill and sash
In his letter the famous tenor ex ILFELD TO BUILD
tices warning Americans to keep out and door factory in Wagon Mound, ac0NMANCHUR1A
LIEN
of
confidential
Dr.
22.
that he intended to give the
agent
Gomez,
plained
Vasquez
side
April
on
Washington,
their
of the strife and remain
cording to J. Frank Curns, banker of
as a votive offering to the sainr
statue
more
Americans
"The
border.
of the
IN ALBUQUERQUE
the Mexican revolutionists, this morning received a telegram from
that town, who was in Las Vegas to
through whose intercession he hopes
who join the lnsurrectos, the greater day on a business trip.
The mill CHINA'S PLEDGE OF REVENUES to recover his lost voice. He is said
Francisco I. Madero, jr., authorizing him to begin negotiations with
is the danger of international compli will have a capacity of one carload
FOR BIG LOAN RESENTED IN
to be firmly convinced that the only READY FOR RECEPTION OF BIDS
the Mexican government for an immediate armistice. The agreement
cations," said an official today. "Fill of dressed lumber a day. The sash
effective remedy for his throat trouTOKIO
of
ON HANDSOME WHOLESALE
busters also Imperil the interests
and door factory will turn out finishwas immediately telegraphed to Senor de La Barra, minister of forbles lies in the miraculous power of
Mexico
In
business
American
people
HOUSE
enThe
of
ed
grade.
high
St. Januarius, whose blood, which is
products
eign affairs in Mexico City, with whom Dr. Gomez has been in conPekin, April 22. The discovery that
and citizens of the United States
ia being backed by prominent some
a
vial
in
terprise
in
preserved
glass
Naples
portion of the revenues of
should be told they are not wanted men of Wagon Mound among whom
stant communication during the last few days. The belief is general
Albuquerque, N. M., April 22. The
has been alloted as Cathedral, bolls tlwlce yearly.
provinces
Grande."
of
Rio
the
south
S.
Meld company of this city
Charles
A.
to
an
are
the
Vorenberg,
McArthur,
will
Mexico
armistice,
agree
although
quickly
here that
of the security for the
on the 25th of this month, open
A. E. n Northard, part
will
MURDERER
LIFE
Martinez,
GETS
TERM
arousto
has
China
loan of $50,000,000
action by the government may be taken "unofficially," in order to
Skirmishes Near Agua Prleta
Manuel Paltenghe, J. R. Agullar, W. ed
Chicago, April 22. Carl A. Badslng, bids for thjeir new building on the
A
deep resentment in Japan.
22
Sonora,
April
Prleta,
the
lnsurrectos.
of
Agua
Y.
avoid a public recognition
M. Wiegand, C. O. Pease and J.
was
found guilty last night of having corner of First street and Copper avesemi
the
Tokio dispatches state that
federal
Mexican
troops
of
detachment
now
was
Mexico
called
will
and
declared
he
this
The
Curns.
Dr. Gomez was jubilant
company
morning
teems with bitter criti poisoned Mrs. Mabel Reld Badslng nue, and (will award the contract for
marched eastward to Cienzas Springs, the Santa Clara Lumber company. Ar- official press
comof
General Madero gave him
the loan as an bis bride of two months, In order to the construction immediately of the
on the road to peace. The wire
twelve miles distant, late last night ticles of incorporation will be filed cisms, characterizing
Knox proposal, collect $2,000 Insurance on her life same.
the
like
act
plete instructions, not only for an armistice, but for the peace conferand Americans arriving In Douglas next week with the secretary of the unfriendly
This new bul'ding is to be built of
since the powera holding this security He was sentenced to life Imprisonences to follow. Dr. Gomez declared to an Associated Press repreconcrete throughout, and
reinforced
today reported there had been firing territory in Santa Fe.
ment.
Mrs.
in
Badsin
,
to
died
interfere
suddenly
have an opportunity
two stories and a baselast night in the vicinity of Niggercontain
will
sentative that the negotiations for peace would probably be along the
various questions which may arise June 15, 1910, and a post mortem exAmericans
head mountain. Many
messanine floor running
a
with
ment,
same lines as the conferences held with Senor Llmantour and Senor
amination
revealed
she
died
that
had
hereafter.
Cienzas
at
rebels
the
the
have
around
all
joined
building between the
of arsenic poisoning. Badsing's first
de La Barra, when they were In the United States. He said it is very
GOV. WILSON LAUDS
in the last two days.
second
and
first
floor, practically
Springs
wife
died under similar circumstances
three-storlikely he will go to Juarez in a shorf time, but that the preliminary
"SWEDE" EKBERG SIGNED
building.
a year before, after being insured for making it a
arangements will be made with the Mexican government from WashNEW JERSEY SOLONS
According to the plans and specifi
"Swede" Ekberg, the "funniest look, a like amount. Badslng is twenty- AN APPEAL FOR AID
cations of the building which were
ington.
ing man that ever put on a baseball two years old.
Washington, April 22. All Amerl
will
Maroons'
reguin
designed by Trost and Trost of El
be
the
E.
David
was
Zamacona
uniform,"
elated
when he heard an
Mexican Ambassador
cans in Acapulco, including
SESSION
LEGISLATIVE
JUST lar line-uhis
has
Paso,
Tex., it is to be one of the most
He
this
placed
to
year.
ambassador
former
to
Madero.
.Thompson,
He seemed very confident that
by
armistice had been agreed
A SATISFACMADE
mercantile structures In the
ManCLOSED
him
sent
contract
complete
to
a
name
to
by
Mexico, have presented a petition
WINS
the disturbances in Mexico would soon come to an end.
entire southwest and a credit to any
TORY RECORD
ager Howard Simpkins and will report
the United States consul, requesting
The sudden change in the attitude of Genral Madero, who until
city.
about the middle of next month. Ekaid of the United States, saying an
A.
The building is to be completed
Santa
0.
for
the
base
first
The
on
is
late last night was obdurate against both an armistice and peaoe proimminent
the
22.
played
berg
1911
attack
The
city
Trenton, N. J., April
a
is
and
He
summer.
ready for the stock-- of this firm
consul says that one hundred rebels New Jersey legislature ended a fif- Fe Peerless last
posals, was explained here by the fact that Dr. Gomez in numerous
Is known as wholesalers of
hard
which
ball
can
the
hit
and
fielder
are
taken
and
have
holding teen weeks' session last night with a classy
Ometepec
AFTER TWENTY-FOUhours, pointed out the serious comHOURS,
messages In the last twenty-fou- r
face
a
that
has
everything, before the summer is end
it. Thev have also anneared in San record of much progessive legislation and often. Ekberg
TELLERS COMPLETE THE
between the United states and Mexico over
ed.
plications that had
doesn't
that
but
clock
a
i''"'
would
''''ll;.'
atop
Marcos.
and Governor Wilson aa the effective
COUN OF BALLOTS
to the fans aa
incidents on the border.
difference
make
any
force in bringing about such a result
ball. He is as comical
Dr. Gomez believed that American intervention was not an imWHITE MEN HANGED
.
The governor issued a statement long as he plays
NAMES OF JURORS DRAWN
Washington, April 22 Mrs. Matthew "
clown
and
keeps the fans
as
a
always
remonstrate
to
with
the
hastened
and
rebel
leader against
possibility
Baton
Judge Clarence J. Roberts an.d John in which he said that the session just
Rogue, La., April 22. Eu
laughing. On the coaching line he can A. Scott of Illinois, last night was deana irrancis Koain,
Joerns,. clerk of the court for the closed was one remarkable for good
Besancon
any repetition along the border of such incidents as occurred at Doupresident-generaclared
of
l
gene
no
time.
give a pitcher the rattles in
Fourth judicial district, this morning feeling and achievement
were
both
the
of
Revohanged late yesterAmerican
the
white,
Daughters
Mr.
glas. He had received assurances from the Mexican government that
our
to
Ekberg.
Welcome
city,
The governor recites the more im
drew from the wheel in the clerk's
lution for the next two years. Of the day afternoon in the state penitentiait was disposed to consider any proposals the insurgents might formally
office the names of the men who will portant legislative enactments, in
1,086 votes cast Mrs. Scott received ry here for the murder of Herman
submit and that every effort would be made to adjust the various
FRANK PIERCE RESIGNS
be required to serve on the grand and cluding the employers liability i bill,
614, her opponent, Mrs. W. C. Story Reldel, an aged German, clocksmith,
differences out of which the rebellion arose, Indicating it's earnestpetit Juries at the May term of the the primary election reform act, the Washington, April 22. Frank Pierce of New York, 466 and six of the bal- In New Orleans last October. Both
ness to begin a systematic reformation of the present conditions in
district court for San Miguel county, corrupt practices act and the law assistant secretary of the treasury, lots were blank as to choice for the admitted participating In the crime,
.1
The names were placed in the hands for greater regulation of public utll today tendered hla resignation and It high office. The tellers spent almost hut each charged the other with be
' '
Mexico.":
i
.if. was accepted by the presidents . V i 24 hqurs in. counting yesterday's vote, ing the, perpetrator.
of the sheriff for service.
ity corporations.
,,t

SUSPENSION OF HOSTILITIES

Negotiations Looking Toward Peace
Between the Belligerents Next
Will Be Considered
RESTINON

P

THEIR

Long Contemplated Attack on Juarez
layed Pending Outcome of Truce
Government Must Stop

-

of Troops

GIFTTO
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Man-churia- n

Epi-meni- o

four-pow-
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TAFT HAS BUSY NEV CONTROL OF

M

W, A. CAMP IS DEMOCRATS ARE

,

tl

PROGRAM FOR
NEXT WEEK
WILL ADDRESS EPISCOPAL CONFERENCE IN WASHINGTON

C.F.&I.RIVAL

TO MEET IN THE
CAPITAL
&

SELL OUT

AND VISIT NEW YORK

STATE ASSEMBLAGE
CONVENE8
ON MAY 3 MANY DELE.

'

GATES

EXPECTED

Santa Fe, N. M., April 22. The
Denver, April 22. A change in the
April 22. President
Washington,
Taft hag accepted an invitation to control o the St. Louis, Rocky Mouncamp, Modern Woodmen of
deliver an address Tuesday night at tain & Pacific Railway company Is America, will assemble at the coun
the opening of the twenty nlath an- scheduled to occur at an "early date, ty court house at 10 o'clock in the
nual
church congress, according to The Times. The com- morning of May 3, and addresses of
Episcopal
which is to hold its sessions (or three pany has assets amounting to more welcome will be given by Governor
days In Continental hall in the na- than $20,000,000 'and it is the largest William J. Mills, Chairman I. Sparks.
tional
Revision of .prayer coal and coke corporation in the en- of the board of county commissioners,
capital.
books to meet present day conditions, tire west with thev exception of the and Henry F. Stephens of the local
the necessity of comity in niiss.ons, Colorado Fuel and Iron company.
camp.
Responses will be had from
The company has a railroad run- several of the
the effect of woman's suffrage on redelegates. There will
ligious and educational institutions and ning through the last unoccupied low be about a half hundred delegates
kindred subjects will be dlscuse 1 by pass across the .Rocky
Mountain from as many local camps scattered
the congress.
range. It is probable that the control over the territory, and In addition to
The president expects to go to New of the company will go to the Colora- formation of a territorial
organization,
York Wednesday for a visit of several do Fuel and Iron company or to J. a delegate and alternate will be
bis
in
The
course
of
the Pierpont Morgan.
stay
concern, owns elected to represent New Mexico &(
days. In the
metropolis he Is to open an exhibition ,520,000 acres of coal land in northern the national gathering at Buffalo In
of the work, amusements ami loca Njw Mexico a railroad, coke ovens June. The
general committee, hav
tion of the blind, in the Metropolitan and some of the best equipped mines
ing matters in charge, announce the
in
world.
the
opera house, and speak at seveial
local

public meetings and dinners
Book lovers, dealers and collectors
will center their attention ou the sale
of the great library collected by the
late Robert Hoe, which is announced
to begin In New York Monday. The
library Includes about 16,000 items and
it Is expected the sale will bring tbe
highest aggregate total: of any collection ever sold at auction, not only
in America, but in the world.
The event of the week in the society
world will be the wedding of Jay
Gould, second son of Mr and Mrs.
George Jay Gould, and Miss Annie
Douglas Graham, the only daughter of
Mrs. Hubert Voe. The ceremony is
to take place Saturday afternoon in
the fashionable St. Thomas's church,
New York City, and will be followed
by an elaborate reception.
Under the auspices of the Postal
Progress League, a two days' conference has been called to assemble in
Washington Tuesday to discuss ways
and means for bringing about an extension of the parcels post in the
United States.
Of interest in railroad circles will
be the opening of Tacoma's new union
station. This structure has been in
the process of erection for several
years and will cost several million dollars when completed. Its opening win
mark an epoch In Tacoma's history,
for the terminal will place that city
on the list of great railway terminals
of the country.
On Friday will occur a magnificent
total eclipse of the sun. Its path,
however,, will be wholly In the Pacific ocean, the belt of totality extending from southeastern Australia to
Central America. Partial eclipses will
be noted In the southern and western
parts of the United States in the afternoon, but the eastern states and
the greater part of Canada He wholly
outside of the eclipse area.
Other events of the week will be
the Southern Conference on Women
and Child Labor, In Atlanta; the Founder's day exercises of the Carnegie
Technical school, in Pittsburg; the
celebration of Vassal'
College, at Poughkeepsie; the Earl
Grey Musical and Dramatic Trophy
competition, in Winnipeg; the opening
of the international industrial exposition in Turin, Italy, and the biennial
conference of the World's Student
Christian Federation, which to to be
held in Robert College, Constantino
pie.

Henry Koehler of St. Louis, president of the .company is understood
to be the largest stockholder. Mr.
Koehler has been quite 111 recently
and word has reached Denver because of his Illness he is desirous of
disposing of his holdings.
J. van Houton of Raton, N. M., Is
and general manager of
the company. He spends considerable
time in Denver. Mrs. van Houton is
now stopping at the Brown hotel,
iwhile Mr. van Houton, who is in New
York is expected to return to Denver
May 1.

B. P. Cheney of. Boston, who is
closely allied with Mr. Morgan in a
number of enterprises, is now in ColMr. Cheney was asked yesorado.

terday, when he was in Denver, about
Mr. Morgans interest in the St. Louis,
Rocky Mountain & Pacific. He stated

that he (Cheney) was not financially
identified with the company, but that
be could not say about Mr. Morgan.
He stated that Mr. Morgan was very
friendly to Fisk & Robinson, fiscal
agents for the western concern.
Mr. Cheney spoke in glowing terms
of the immense tract of coal land
which is one of the largest in the
United States, but did not think so
well of the railroad proposition. The
road was built to develop the properties, and Is a logical line for the use
of some
transcontinental
Bystem
seeking a route to the coast.
The enormous extent of the company's coal land holdings can be
judged from the fact that it owns
and controls 812 square miles of coal
lands, or an area half as large again
as the anthracite coal regions
of
Pennsylvania and five times as large
as the entire Connellsville district.
The concern is at present In a
splendid financial condition and is
earning money equal to a fair return
on an investment of $40,000,000. It has
been pointed out by some of the pap
ties Interested that if the concern
can make a showing of that kind at
this time its possibilities are almost
unlimited when the west fully be
comes developed.
It la understood a complete Investigation of the properties was recently
made by engineers
representing
some large interests.
The only rea
son why a change in control is con
sidered likely at this time is the
of the largest stockholder to retire on account of ill health.
John D. Rockefeller has kept in
close touch with the entire coal situation in the west since he acquired
Many a man has been disappointed the control of the Colorado Fuel and
In love because he thought the girl Iron company. It is not believed that
bad money.
he will allow the big New'Mexico properties to pass to anyone else without
giving consideration to the quesSome people, like some patriots, are
tion of making it a part of the Colonot as green as they look.
rado Fuel and Iron company. L. M.
Bowers, Mr. Rockefeller's representative In Colorado; J. F. Welborn, president of the Colorado Fuel and Iron
company;' Henry Koehler, president,
of
and, J. van Houton,
the St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pa
ciflc, are notw all in the east.

semi-centenni-
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MIGHT BE DEAD TODAY

Garden City, Kan. In a letter from
Use any kind of water you Mrs. James Hammer, of this city, she
wish hot or cold, hard or says, "I firmly believe that I would
today, if It were not for
and Sunny Monday not be alive
soft
Cardul, I had been a sufferer from
laundry soap will give you womanly troubles all my life, until I
found that great remedy. I feel that
equally good results.
Use any method of washing I can't praise It too highly." Are you
to which you are accustomed a woman suffering from some of the
and Sunny Monday will make troubles, to which a woman is pecu
liarly liable? If so, why not try Car-du- i,
your clothes whiter, sweeter and cleanei
the woman's tonic? You can rely
than they were ever before.
on
Cardul.
It is purely vegetable,
Use Sunny Monday on your wooland acts gently
harmless,
perfectly
ens and flannels and you can be absobad
without
but
surely,
lutely sure that it will not shrink, mat
Ask
Twill
your druggist
you.
help
and injure them, as rosin soaps do.
, THE N. K. FAIRBANK
CHICAGO

COMPANY

It's the first step
long run.

that

committees:
of Delegates
Messrs
Bowlds, Sloan, MoBrlde, Lutz, Ste
phens, Keefe, Kaune, Manley, Whit
tier, Rising and Linney.
DecoraUons and Badges
Messrs.
Rising' and Kanan.
MesReception Mr.
Pankey,
dames Kanan, Harney, Whlttier, Lin
ney, and Messrs. Stephens, Mayes,
Coard and Crandall.
Entertainment and Music Messrs.
McCord and Asplund and Mrs. Rob
inson.
Auto Ride Messrs. Davles, Ro!Is,
and Linney.
Refreshments
Mesdames Friday.
Lutz, Rising, Messrs. Boyle and Rob
inson.
Class
Messrs. Kin?,
Adoption
Wheeler and Boyle.
Press and Advertising
Messrs.
Whlttier, Rising and Linney.
following
Arrival

New York, April 22. The lates;
market quotation for human blood,
at least in this city, Is $25 a quart,
full measure. Some may consider
that price rather low, but it must be
considered that ' the price of blood,
like that of any other marketable
article is regulated by the relative
proportions of supply and demand
That there la quite a large supply iu
the market ami that the owners of
the article are not only wlllin? but
anxious to sell at the regular market
the other
price, was demonstrated
day, when more than one hundred
men called at the. Mount Morian hos
pital in answer to an advertisement
offering $25 for a quart of human
blood to be transfused Into the arteries of a woman patient. The man
who was finally selected by the doc
tors, admitted that he had offered
his blood only because he had been
out of work and penniless for three
months and "needed the money."

The fate of Madison Square Gai- uen la still undecided. It is general
ly admitted that New York absolutely
needs a place like Madison Square
Garden for big shows and exhibitions.
Capitalists would be willing enough
such a building, were It not for the
eral public. There are various
fact that New York's famous "Garden" has never proved a
profitable venture Why it did not,
has always been a puzzle to the gen
eral public. There are various ru
mors in circulation concerning the
ultimate dispostion of Madison Square
Garden. One rumor states that the
Madison avenue side of the Garden
is be improved, while the big amphitheatre, where the shows are held,
is to remain intact. Other rumors,
however, are to the effect that the
entire structure will soon be removed and the ground used for modern
office or business building. It has
been suggested to build another building on plans similar to that of Madi-eoSquare Garden, but In a locality
where real estate is less valuable and
It is quite possible that this plan will
ultimately be carried out, as there
is undoubtedly a demand for a larse
amphitheatre for circus performances,
big exhibitions and monster balls.

s.

J.
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STATEHOOD
FERGUSSON
ANOTHER
HOUSE

AND JONES SECURE
DAY'S DELAY IN
COMMITTEE

Washington, April 22. H. B. Fer-- ,
gusson, A. A. Jones and other demo
crats occupied all the forenoon yester
day in talking against the New Mexico constitution and the enabling act
before the house committee on territories, and demanding that the people should be given a chance at the
first state election to vote on statewide prohibition, the Initiative, recall,
referendum and other Issues. They
well knew that it is impossible to get
another enabling act and that their
pleas,' If heeded, would not only delay statehood but postpone it Indefinitely.
Judge A. B. Fall and Attorney General F. W. Clancy succeeded In getting a few words to ask questions
and to correct palpable misstatements
of Fergusson and Jones and spoke
again today together with other te
publicans who want immediate statehood. The committee adjourned until today in response to requests of
Fergusson and Jones, each day endangering immediate statehood.
The case of Mariano Sena. vs. The
American Turquoise company was ar
gued in the United States Supreme
Court yesterday. The case Involves
the Leyba grant in southern Santa Fe
county and the famous Tiffany turquoise mines fourteen miles south of
Santa Fe. Frank W. Clancy appealed
for Sena and Judge M. G. Reynolds
of St. Louis, and S. B. Davis, Jr., of
Las Vegas, for the American Turquoise company. The case was sub
mitted In the afternoon.
Ralph C. Ely of Demlng, Luna conu-ty- ,
was admitted to practice before
the United States Supreme Court.

STRAY TOPICS

The other morning Commissioner
Walsh of the bureau of weights and
measures and his Inspectors descend
ed upon the "honest" farmers selling
their products in Gansevoort market.
They confiscated nearly 1200 baskets
which were anywhere from three to
ix quarts short. In fact, only three
or
four baskets were found in thf
the
in
counts,
market that came up to the required
after-effect-

I

a1

IS RUMORED
ST. LOUIS, ROCKY MOUNTAIN
PACIFIC COMPANY MAY

.V, i.t'M.f&c

Summer Underwear for
Women and Children
Charming Fresh Undermusllns and Soft
New Knit Goods, show Equal Variety
Daintiness marks specially the undermuslins, and sturdiness the cotton and lisle
garments.
Diversity of material, of design, of grades, of sizes are here every woman's and
child's tastes and figure has been alike considered.
the best possible to obtain.
Only values do not vary. They are always
Judge the truth of our claim by such values as these but examine the goods themselves first.
worth-for-pri-

ce

I. xtra

Values in
Undermuslins

New Knit Goods

Attractively Priced

One lot of new Corset Cov-

Women's Lisle Union Suits
either high neck and long
sleeves or low neck and no
sleeves, knee or ankle length,
per suit $1.25.

ers in a variety of styles,

daintily trimmed with Lace,
Embroidery and Ribbon, each
50c.

i

"Ripplette"Drawers,'made
in circular model, most popular material for Summer, requiring no ironing, pair $1.00.

Women's Union Suits with

high neck, long sleeves, ankle
length orlowneck.no sleeves
and knee length, either close
fitting or Umbrella style,

Gowns

made from good
with round neck
and short sleeves, nicely
trimmed with embroidery and
ribbon, each $1.25.
.

lace trimmed, each 65c.

material,

A nice line of gauze vests
in a variety of styles, either
plain or fancy, each 25c.

FROM LITTLE
OLD NEW YORK

standard of capacity. The resul:
this raid was a great blow to the
sophisticated city
imagined that in
"honest" farnv&ra
safe hands and
nioney's worth.

of
un-

people who fon-ildealing with the
7S.ct they were In
would
get their

Speaking of the reputed honesty
of the farmers recalls the often stated
belief that the Chinese, as a race, are
thoroughly honest and reliable. Travelers who had an opportunity to be
come acquainted with the methods of
merchants in China, have always
been full of praise for the honesty
and reliability of the slant-eyemer
chants and although these Orientals
have undoubtedly learned a great
many tricks of trade from their west- era competitors, since they have come
In closer contact with them, they
seem to have retained to a great extent their vaunted honesty.
During
all the years since the United States
bankruptcy law went into effect only
four Chinese residents of this city
have filed petitions
in bankruptcy.
Considering the formidable number of
Chinese merchants and residents in
New York City this is an excellent
j
showing.
d

i

If the ambitious dreams of William
lenry Harrison, a New York inven
tor, are ever realized, the various pal-

-

terns of aeroplanes, although barely
out of the experimental stage, wlli be
relegated to the scrap pile for all
time to come, Harrison, who is by pro
fession a maker of coat and trouser
hangers, has Invented a flying contrivance, which, he believes, will com
pletely revolutionize the art of navi- gating the air. His contrivance, up
on which he was careful enough to
obtain a patent, is based upon an tn- tlrely new and decidedly original principle. It has no wings or planes to
enable it to rise. The power to ri.e
Is imparted to the machine by a suc- -

ESTABLISHED
cession of gas explosions underneath
it. It is, it might be said, blown up
by gas explosions!. The motion :n
a horizontal direction Is produced,
as in the present aeroplanes, by propeller wheels, driven by) an ennrine.
In the machine Invented by Mr. Harrison, the engine also Is driven by
the force of the gas explosions.
Every now and then some man is
found whose meanness is so great
that his contemporaries agree upon
awarding him the blue ribbon for his
particular class. Another specimen
of the "meanest man" was found the
other day, when a man was brought
before the Harlem police court upon
complaint of his crippled son, a young
man of about twenty years. Some
years ago the young man, then a
boy, was run over and lost his right
leg above the knee. He was supplied
with a wooden leg and tried his best
to find work and to make a living.
Owing to the fact that he was crip
pled, however, he was unable to ob
tain a permanent position and only
occasionally was he fortunate enough
to find some odd job. His father became Impatient and threatened the
boy he would take, his wooden leg
away if he should not find a job
within a given time. The boy failed
and his father not only took his artificial leg away from him, but turned
him out of his house. The young
cripple was taken In by a charitable
woman in the neighborhood and It
was upon her complaint that tbe
father of the boy was brought into
court. When the magistrate heard
the story of the case he declared the
old man to be "almost too mean to
live" and ordered him to return th?
leg to his son without delay.

WITH

Atlanta, Oa.

SELECTIVE TRANSMISSION

iFlanders "20"
FORE-DOO-

MODEL

R

$800.00
F. O. B. Detroit
CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY. Agents,
Las Vegas. New Mexico.

Pure Ice Manufactured
From Distilled Water
CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Phone MeJn 227.

GR OSS, HELL

Y &

CO.

(Incoporated)

It is the nature of women to suffer
uncomplainingly, the discomforts and
fears that accompany the bearing of
children. Motherhood is their crowning glory, and they brave its sufferings for the joy that children bring.
No expectant mother need suffer,
ing, nor feel that she is in danger when baby comes, if Mother's Friend is used
in preparation of the event. Mother's Friend relieves the pain and discomfort
caused bv thn strain All
Hffawitif lirramanfa MtnrKAmAa
nnaA. V
action, prevents backache and numbness of limbs and soothes the inflammation
of breast glands. Its retrnlar nsa fits and nrenarea averv nortlnn of tha mnthar'a
.
.
fnv a
flnlam
vvwu mi
iirouer ana natural
ending of the term, and it assiiraa
for her a quick and complete recov
ery, xuoiner's friend is sold at
drug stores. Write for free book for
expectant mothers.
BKADFIEIJ1 REGULATOR CO.,

1862

WHOLESALE GROCERS
'
and Dealer In

WOOL. HIDES
BAIN

WAGONS-RAE- INE

and PELTS
VEHlCLES-g- gjg

SEVEN HOUSES
Trinidad, Colorado
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"THIS IS HOW

cumber of Invltatons I have declined?"
I
The reader may guess Just as the
vrlter did and come far from the
mark.
-"I've been forced to decline more
than two. thousand invitation since
I returned from
Europe."
"If the honest business man thinks
I am against hirn,
the colonel conTHE FORMER PRESIDENT IN
tinued
with
marked
serious
neoa, thai
AN
WITH OPEN
AIR
I have attacked him when denouno SANITARIUMS
INTERVIEW CLEARS THE
SLEEPING
Ing
In
FOR
PORCHE8
crooked
wrongdoing
business,
POLITICAL HORIZON
either he Is ignorant of the facte or
THE RED MEN
Just where does Colonel Roosevelt else he has been wilfully misled by
stand The question has been asked those who have a sinister purpose in Denver, April 22. The Indian
many tin
ginoe the former presi- deceiving him. I have denounced dl
of the government has outlined
dent's return Irom Africa and In his honest business; and the men who elaborate
plans for the red men. The
speech making tours throughout the call this an assault on all business campaign will be carried into every
are
themselves
con
responsible for
country. There have been the rustate where the government has In
mors that he la seeking a third term founding honesty and dishonesty."
dian wards and will be directed from
In the White House there have
As to Reciprocity
Denver. The appropriation for this
been
many other rumors also. However,
s
From
we turned to a purpose is not large,' but the work
All of them are answered this
week consideration of the questions of the will be enlarged and extended when
in an Interview by Henry Beach day. "You came out
strong for Ca- congress sees the results obtained and
Needham, published In the Saturday nadian reciprocity, colonel."
consents to give more money.
Evening Post. There Colonel RooseYes; I'm heartily in favor of it. 1
The work is already under way on
velt says plainly that he has had feel that the country is to be
congrat d small scale, as shown by the plan3
enough; he cares only now to say ulated upon the probability of ob of the new buildings on exhibition at
"Howdy" and "Thank you," and con- taining a closer reciprocity of tariff the ' Indian service office. Stephen
clusively he says that he does not de- and trade relations
with Canada. Olop, assistant engineer, says that the
sire a third term. The interview Among all the powers of the earth medical and engineering departments
touches upon many other phases of there is none with which we should are working together along health
the life of our busiest man, also. For desire to be upon a more intimate lines and every move made is the reinstance, there are the many charges footing of equal rights, or to which sult of a conference and the suggesthat have been made against him we should be more closely bound tion of plans for the improvement of
and the questions of his exact posi- in relations 0 mutual helpfulness, es the health of the Indians.
tion on many topics. And all of them teem 'and good will than our great
The start was made with the addiare answered in the following inter-vie- neighbor to the north, whose prosper tion of Bleeping porches for tubercular
ity and growth should be a matter Indians. It is now seen In every plan
A man halted tentatively
at the of pride to all who dwell on the considered that there is plenty of air,
stateroom door and looked In a big, American continent. So, in addition ventilation, proper plumbing and all
"blond, outdoor
chap. The colonel tc the trade advantages that will re of the modern sanitary appliances.
j.imped up and greeted him and drew sult to the United Stales and Canada
The government thought it was dohim in. I found that he was a Rough I welcome the proposed reciprocity ing a great work when It arranged for
Rider. With the fine, breezy fami- treaty as marking a signal advance the proper care of the Indians who
liarity of the old comrade in arms, la bringing about the most friendly were well advanced with tubercular
he asked: "How about it colonel? relations between the two countries, trouble. Now it is going as far as
Will you carry the colors in nineteen
We then talked about the proposals to build hospitals for the prevention
twelve if they hand them to you?" of the National Progressive Republl of pulmonary troubles among
the
There was a second of rather tense can League.
red men. A hospital has already
silence; then with a deliberation and
"In principle," said the colonel.with been established for this purpose at
earnestness, and a sincerity that could the emphasis indicated, "I assent to Phoenix and other states and terrinot be mistaken, the colonel said:
it. Put certain of the proposals are tories will get them.
"I am not a candidate for the presi- merely devices a means and not an
The smallness of the appropriations
dency. And my friends will do me end. The end is good government gives the engineering and medical dea cruel injustice if they seek to make founded on genuine popular rule. The partment, which is Jn charge of Dr.
me such."
value of each device must be tested Charles Murphy, considerable worry
"Already, since my return from Eu- squarely from this standpoint: Does when a great work of this kind Is atrope, I have visited the Middle West it or does it not secure this popular tempted, but a quiet effort is to be
and the Northwest. This spring I am rule?
made to saow congressmen the need
"In my Judgment," continued the oi large appropriations.
going to make a trip to the south
west and to the Pacific coast. I feel colonel, "the constitution should be
The Indians who have other ail
ruder very great obligations to the so amended as to provide for the di- ments wi'l not be neglected, but tu
American people; and now that I am rect election of United States sena- berculosis is increasing rapidly among
out of the presidency and
have tors by the people. I believe, also, the tribes of the country and has given
nothing to ask from the people. that there should be direct elections much alarm to the supervisors, who
each of delegates to national conventions. are greatly Interested In the nation's
I should
to visit
like
state, If possible, just to say "How- This should give every Voter the op wards. A ferrr year ago the tuber
1
portunity- to express hl party prefer-- cular Indian was kept with the rest
dy and 'Thank you.' "
of the tribe and no interest was taken
and
Colonel
ence
for
president
One cannot talk long with
Roosevelt without stumbling on the Of course the delegate must be per In the prevention of the disease. Now
science of government and the art mitted to exercise his own Judgment when the government physicians dis
of governing. Politics is second na if 'It becomes apparent that the first cover a patient on the verge of the
ture to him. 1 referred to his pro- or second choice of his constituents disease he is kept apart in a room
Osawatomle, cannot be nominated by the con fit for the most fastidious white aha
speech at
gressive
criticism of vention. This change in party prac- given all the care that tubercular
a
with
it
Kan., coupling
the tariff plank In the Saratoga plat- tice would make more difficult tha sanitariums provide.
use
form. Incidentally I reminded him control of delegates through the
Mrs. F. Marti, St. Joe, Mich., says:
of the charge made in the west, that of patronage."
little boy contracted a severe
"Our
in
stand
a
taken
have
"You
already
he was guilty of inconsistency.
trouble and as the doctor's
bronchial
nominations."
favor of direct
No Inconsistency
did not cure him, I gave him
medicine
"Yes," said the colonel with a big Foley's Honey and Tar Compound in
"Inconsistency!" said the colonel,
t wAnt down to defeat on which I have great faith. It cured
read
,mite
"Did
you
his
with a snap of
jaw.
after my the cough as well as the choking and
the excerpts from my speeches whlca that issue a very few days
gagging spells, and he got well in a
from
Europe."
the
in
return
I printed in parallel columns
short ime. Foley's Honey and Tar
A Menace to Prosperity.
Outlook? Do these speeches show inCompound has many timas saved us
The charge that he is a "menace much trouble and we are never withconsistency? Now, it is as ridiculous
O. G. Schafer
In tha nouse."
to
tariff
plank
prosperity," has been brought so out itRed Cross
to attribute to me the
C6
and
Drug
that
me often against Colonel Roosevelt
adopted at Saratoga as to hold
A Reliable Medicine
Not a Narcotic
responsible for the judiciary plank he has come to regard it philosophic
affcor ally.
Pointing to a policeman on
Foley Kidney Pills contain In conput into the Kansas platform
Of the duty at the station where our train centrated form ingredients of estabmy speech at Osawatomle.
lished therapeutic value for the relief
ten hundred and fifteen delegates at wa3 standing, the colonel said:
in just and cure of all kidney and bladder
not
of
prosperity
an
"I'm
enemy
perhaps
convention,
the Saratoga
Foey Kidney Pills are anofficer out ailments. tonic
and restorative. Remore than fifteen, certainly less than the same sense that that
tiseptic,
when fuse substitutes. O. G. Schaefer and
one hundred, were real supporters of there is a menace to prosperity
reso- he gets his grip on a burglar who is Red Cross Drug Co.
mine. Tabe the committee on
the running off with somebody's spoons,
of
lutions. In their first draft
tribute
mild
a
was
Necessarily he interfers with the
CANT FOOL HER.
platform there
to prosperity of the burglar; if he ever
back
me
welcomed
which
to me,
of hones- runs for office he won't get the burg
public life as the exponent
struck lar vote. Nevertheless, he is a friend
finally
committee
ty, but the
stand r Mm honest man. In denouncing
this, out a majority wouldn't
to crookedness in business I have always
determined
were
for it. They
illusion
any
drawn a clear distinction between the
the
of
platform
keep out
shows
itself
dishonest man in business the man
to me personally. This by
could who accepts rebates, bribes legisla
I
of
thinking
the utter absurdity
hadn't tors and defrauds the government
influence them on the tariff. I
to re- and the man who, asking no favors
it in my power, as they' know,
a of anyone, Is honestly engaged in the
to
or
punish
ward a human being
vot-Hiram Toots Hello, Mrs. Scaddsl
who
unbuilding of some commercial under
human being. Not one man
that
believed
Send
for the ambulance, will you?
anyhave
I
had
always
at
taking.
Saratoga
against me
American busi- I've hurt meself In the lumbar region.
of
so
doing;
for
majority
me
the
great
from
fear
Mrs. Scadds Now, I know ya're
thing to
me at ness men are honest and that their
because the lumber yard's two
not one man who voted for
lyln',
in
tides
any
to expect from eihics are as high as the
miles from here.
Saratoga had anything
other calling."
me for his support.
Like a Football Game
GRAND VOYAGE TO TKE POLE.
ARE YOU A WOMAN?
"I had influence at Saratoga simply
at
H.
W.
Mrs.
Ison,
Md.
Hinman
Baltimore,
because men like Senators
men 1413 East Madison street, writes, "For
nd Davenport, and the other
J
J J J J IJIMJUL
j
I suffered, oft and on,
had backed Governor Hughes, several years,
1
to put for- from female troubles, until finally
felt that I was the man
in a
is
waa taken down and could do nothing
it
how
ward Tou know
into
sent
The pains I experienced, I shall never
a hack is
ball game-h-ow
was forget. I lost weight till I was only
I
thought
the line. Well, they
line."
skin and bones. I believe I would
the man to send Into the Colonel.
been in my grave, If I had not
have
Tou made a good rush,
I shall praise it as long
Cardui.
interference
tried
I had migMy good
colonel
women, like Mrs,
live."
Many
as I
the
It is amusing," continued I tore I
and
weak
discouraged, on
are
no hear people say that campaign Ison,
some painful aliment. Are
account
of
congressional
the
I wen you one of those sufferers? Cardui
of my own initiative
-will heln. vou. Try it today. Any
making
country
... a a
the
hes" Have you any idea of the dniggl9t.
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Baltimore gets a Dromlsin? thrA
baseman in Fullerton, the former
Giant.
Herrmann, Dreyfuss, Steinincer and
Murphy. A fine healthy place for an
Irishman.
There will be no free "ladies' dav"
in the
league this year. The
stingy old things.
Scout Billy Hamilton of the Boston
Nationals has picked up a youngster
named Neeley, a big pitcher from
Oo-la-l-

Tri-Stat- e

Memphis.

According to a Chicago story Man
ager Frank Chance of the Cubs will
retire from the game for good at the
close of the present season.
Very few major league discards will
be found In the Central League this
season. The Central managers will
depend upon the youngsters.
Luderus, the Quakers young first
baseman, pronounces his name
with the accent on the "dee."
He is making good at that.
After their long training trips several major league teams will have to
get their real baseball practice during the first two months of the sea-

The Personnel of the Worlds' Jubilee Singers:
Mr. G. L. JOHNSON
First Tenor
Lyric Tenor
Mrs. C. P. WILLIAMS ...
Second Tenor
Singing Comedian
Mr. J. L. Johnson
Baritone
Musical Director
Mr. J. S. CRABBE
Basso
The People's Favorite Bass
Mdme. VIRGINIA GREENE
Prima Donna
Dixie Land's Sweetest Singer
Mdme. ANNIS HACKLEY
Soprano
A Voice of Sympathy and Sweetness
Mdme. CLARA K. WILLIAMS
Contralto
The Dixie Ballad Singer

umpire In the National league. May
he live a happy life, and be able to
dodge successfully.
Pitcher George Mullin has won five
and lost two opening day games since
Joining the Detroit Tigers.
You can't beat Joe Cantlllon. At
his Minneapolis ball yard Joe will
have girls selling tickets and "Rube"
Waddell performing "right on the inside, gents."
The Quakers hammered Christy
n
for 15 hits and then the Polo
grounds stands were destroyed by fire.
Guess they will keep "Flaming-Top- "
Dooin out of New York after this.
It was reported a short time ago
that Brooklyn intended to slip Bill
Bergen his passport and lead him to
the Big Bridge. Nothing like that in
Bill's family, If his work in the opening game at Boston is considered.

Mdme, HATTIE HOBBS
Pianist
A Talented Aecompanist
,
CHAS. P. WILLIAMS, Mgr., 6618 Vernon Ave., Chicago.
THE PROGRAM CONSISTS OF

WITH THE F.GHTER8
4- -

Jubilee Songs
Plantation Songs
Negro Melodies
Camp Meeting Songs

4

Abe Attell, the featherweight champion, is on the vaudeville stage doing
a monologue.

girl-wif-

COMMERCIAL

GROWTH

.

SWEET POWDERS
FOR CHILDREN,
A OmUinRalief for
ah n

Any man can make a woman do
exactly as she pleases.
A mob may draw

the line

at

a

FeT erl

eaa,

Constipation,
Headache,
Htomarh Trouble,
Teething
nd Deilxr
Disorder,
a
nn i!nlil.
ThAtRi.b
Unrm
Dru.snnT..
.11
SftatA.
At
InUfaann
iniifod KRKK.

TmdaM.rk.
Don't accept Sample
Address,
A. S. OLMSTED. La Roy. N.Y.

tnr.ttitut.

lynching.

Don't Borrow Yoir
Neighbor's Paper
Subscribe Today for
15he Optic and Have
One of Your Own

The remarkable commercial growth
of New York City la shown, in the
volume of the Copartnership
and Corporation directory for 1911,
which has Just been issued. The directory shows a total of 83,600 names
as compared with 77,000 In the edition of a year ago, an lnotreaae of
about 6,500. The first volume, pub
lished in 1849, contained approximately 5,000 names. Since then there has
been an average annual increase of
1,400 names in each directory.

Good results always follow Foley's
Kidney Pills. They give prompt relief in all cases of kidney and bladder
Lame shouUer Is nearly always due disorders. Try them. O. G. Schaefer
to rheumatism of the muscles, and and Red Cross Drug Co.
quickly ytelds to the free application
It's a wise M. D. who orders a
of Cnamberlaln's Liniment. Sold by
all druggists.
patient to refrain from eating the
things he doesn't like.
Getting their fortunes told is but
an innocent way some women have of
MOTHER CRAY'S
gambling.

v, feu

;rr"u

Ballads
Ragtime Songs '
Classic Selections
Sacred Songs

Seats at Murphey's and Schaefer's. $1. 75c, 50c

Jack McCormack,
the oldtime
heavyweight, has opened a roadhouse
near Chicago.
son.
Johnny Coulon will take a trip to
Johnny Kane, who has been a util- London and tackle-somof the Engity performer with the Cubs for sev lish bantamweights.
eral, years, has been released to the f. Several newspapers edited and pub
Vernon club of the Pacific Coast lished by negroes are
roasting Jack
league.
Johnson to a turn. They say that the
Jack Doyle, the old
New
York champion is a disgrace to the negro
player, has started the season as an race.
TO TRY GIRL WIFE
Aberdeen, S. D., April 22. The special term of the district court which
has been called to assemble here Monday will be made notable by the tiral
of Mrs. Eva May Krelter, the
e
who is charged with
the murder of her husband, Philip
Krelter. Kreiter was found dead In
his farm hoft; '12 miles northeast
of the town of Hecla, on February 20,
last. Death had apparently resulted
from a stab wound with a butcher
knife. The testimony at the prelim
inary hearing tended to show that the
man had met death while engaged in
a struggle with his young wife.

Negro Lullabys
Negro Comic Songs
Cabin and River Songs
Sentimental Songs

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the people to whom among al
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth moit.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to some-on- e
who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper) want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and! furniture, .articles of usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!
.
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measure again
machinations
of. men
through.,
wheeek'to divert political capital Id
themselves by using the statehood
question and the people of this terrl
tory as a footstool to furnish the
material.
Any man of any party who, at this
time, seeks delay or defeat for state
hood deserves no political recognition
from the ranks of any faction or side
and he will receive none,
Explanation;,; excuses and disgres
slons will
the statehood
resolution has already been defayed
week and that Is a week too long. It
Is time for the enterprising statesmen
to return to the rear ranks where
men of no larger caliber in el'ber
party belong.

party
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jArtlvur Irwin; Was a

It is with the greatest reluUncetoti
j
pain that objection must b mads i
A ? NEW PATTERN IN ROGER'S PLATED WARE
PCBLISHBD BT
the plan of Representative Victor Mur
i
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
doch of Kansas, to exclude fiom the
'
THE DAISY
Congressional Record all speeches not
fi(VnpoaTtl "
' '
' '
delivered
on
actually
the
the
of
feor
Gray Finish
M. M. PADGETT.
CincWatLOAprn z2.i-Fr- aik
. EDITOR house.
The president of our club, who was
On first thought tlie sugges- Bancroft, the genial secretary of the a rich sport and a royal good fellow,
tion seems only fair. But on mature
Cincinnati club, is a great story tel- was In town, and he had taken a lot
reflection it obviously won't do.
ler.
A recent visit-oAt best a congressman's iife is full
Scout Arthur of the boys out the night before and
of sorrows and disappointments, lie
Iiwin of the Highlanders to his of- kept them out riding around town
Tea Spoons, $1.00 a set of six
SUBSCRIPTION
RATES
in hacks until the early morning
goes to Washington expecting to cut
fice led to his telling some stories
per
uany
hours. Iyt't.ecrns AWhnrfof beYear, by Carrier. .. .$7.50 a brilliant
figure before an aimlring
on Irwin, who started his baseball ca- ing In this
Dally Per Month, by Carrier... .65 world. A
but several of our
ASK FOR OTHER PRICES
( mess,
few brief weeks convince
reer under Bancroft, thirty years ago. best players cam, polling up to the
DallyPer Week, by Carrier... '.15 him that he is not a statesman, but a
"Irwin was the greatest place hitter hotel, and they couldn't have caught
Weekly Optic and Stock Grower,
cross between a pension agent, a seed
In the world," said Bancroft.
ear Year, by Mail
2.00 store, and an errand
"He a football that day.
boy fur his conwas a regular sharpshooter. The time
Six Montha
"I hustled around and hurriedly en
i.qo stituents. He
606 Douglas Avenue, Las Vegas, New Mexico,
has
little
mighty
he
a bunch of local athletes to take
the
ball
put
a
gaged
hole
in
the
through
chance to talk In public a'id wnen he
fence at Boston when he played for the places of those who were out of
COLORADO TELEPHONE
does nobody listens. He is invited to
me at Providence, was a case of fine commission for the day. We presented
Businesa Office
Main 2 the president's receptlocs, but so are
a peculiar appearance when we took
place hitting.
several
thousand other people.
Editorial Rooms
Main 2
"The score was a tie in the ninth. the field. The pitcher had one leg
His
is
consolation
the
only
'leave
Editor
Main 2
Society
The Boston field was not a large one, shorter than the other and about as
TODAY'S COMPLETE MARKET
to print." Even if he can't thrill the
"Mrs. Johnson," said the third floor and all the fences were pretty close, much speed as a one-lunautomo
Entered at the Postoffiee at East house of representatives, ad arouse
down into the ball.
so that a home run Inside the bile on a cold day. There was a fel
Laa Vegas, New Mexico, for transmis- its members to a tumult of entl.usi back, coming
said
the
flONEY AND STOCKS
"Sir,"
southern cows and heiflandlady.
grounds was impossible. Arthur did low playing third base named Morhe
can
so
asm,
to
do
pretend
sion through the United State Mails
by get
me a glass of not waste any strength trying to lift rlssey, who was a scream. Before the
"Will
you
give
ers,
kindly
native cows and
J3.234.T5;
New
22.
Call money,
York, April
ting hia secretary to help him write
aa second class matter.
the ball over the fence," said Banny. game the president of the club, who nominal.
stoekers and feedheifers,
$36.15;
a speech, plentifully interspersed with foster?"
Prime mercantile paper i
"He was too wise for that While out had sobered up, came up to me and
"Certainly, sir."
ers, $4.505.80;
bulls,
the
$45.2.';
words,
and
"applause,"
2
"laughter"
4
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per cent. Mexican dollars iZ. calves, $4. 50 7; western steers,
The
retired with his glass lu the field he had noticed a hole in said he had spent over $200 the night
S4.75
"prolonged applause," which can he Two lodger
11-minutes later he appeared again, the left field fence, not much bigger before and w ished he knew some way Amalgamated 6
Sugar 1G
5.90; western cows, J3.255.'
in the record. Then he can
printed
SEEING AMERICA IN MOTOR send out a
Mrs. jonnson,
he said, 'will you than a baseball and about six feet to get it back. At that time they ran Atchison 107
Great Northern, pfd.
Hogs 2,000. Market strong to 5
copy under his frank to
CARS
refill
this
from the ground. When he came to regular pools on the ball games, so 123
kindly
glass?"
New York Central 105 3 S. cents higher.
Bulk, $6. 05 6. 15;
every one of bis faithful constituents,
bat he set his eye on that hole and I told him the best thing for him to Northern
"Certainly, sir."
heavy, $6.056.10; packers
and
and know that Bill and Sam and the
121
Paciflo
li0
Reading
A seven-daThe
retired. A minute and aimed for it so successfully that his do was to go out and bet a couple of
automobile tour by others are sitting up
6.10
butchers,
light,
$6.056.15;
nights to read a half lodger and
Southern Pacific 114
Union 6.20.
he again descended drive went cleanly through the hole. hundred on Boston and he would get
passed,
daylight, from Chicago to New York, it and are telling each other that Con
Pacific
174
73
Steel
119.
to
hall.
the
chance
for
for
a
wasn't
The
there
Boston
pfd.
even,
was
fielder
back
playing
IWlll be Inaugurated next month on a gressman Blank Is a grand
Sheep Receipts none.
orator.
I from the fence to get the ball on the us to win the game.
"Mrs.
he
Johnson,"
"might.
said,
ain't he?
dally schedule, tt is said.
"Well, the game went along and it
It is this precious privilege that ask you to refill this glass just once rebound and hold Arthur to two bases,
CHICAQO LIVESTOCK
riElAL
The company that will start this
I'm
more?
afraid
I'm
a tie in the ninth. That lame
"was
no
was
but
you
Without
rebound.
giving
there
Chicago,
twentieth century Innovation will do the stern reform advocated by Mr, great deal of trouble."
22.
April 22. Cattle, receipts
Nw
Lead
York,
and
April
slow
had
even
a
a
but
nothing
dinky
taking
splinter off the boards pitcher
200.
Market
It as a matter of business. Its aim Murdock would abolish. Heaven for
steady. Beeves, $5.15
"No trouble, sir! but I only hope the ball shot through the hole and ball, but the Bostons could not. hit copper, nominally and unchanged. Sil
will be to make the service profitable. bid! If his rule should be adopted you are not ill. You seem to be drink disappeared from view, and that run him much and he was struggling along ver 53
steers,
6.60; Texas
$4.605.60;
'
the house would have to sit up all
western steers, $4. 80 5. 75; stoekers
Incidentally, it will encourage the out
a
of
water."
deal
a
won
In
like
ninth
twirler.
this
real
the
us
the
at
lng
critical
a
igreat
for
game
night every night to let members talk,
door habit in pleasure traveling.
and feeders, $45.70;
cows and
fellow Morrlssey, the cripple at third
it isn t tnat, said tne lodger, as period in the race."
or they would explode.
'
WOOL
Aa American millionaire, by the
heifers, $2.655.75; calves, $4.75
to
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turned
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came
fact
fanned
to
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bat.
go
Then
Bancroft
told
of
upstairs.
base,
another
game
Neither alternative Is to be contemSt Louis, April 22. Wool Market 6.50.
way, tried to revive English stage
Are." Exchange. the same year, which resulted in an three times and everybody gave a
with equanimity. Of course, is, my bedroom is on
plated
with
Indifferent success.
coaching
unchanged.
Hogs 7,000. Market strong to 5
came
to
hoot
bat.
he
when
Territory and western
manner.
the
was
"This
But,
unexpected
playThe English people are partial to out nobody reads the speeches, and they
cents higher. Light, $66.37
mixof the Fat ed in Boston, too," said the old war- - he lined one over the fence for a mediums, 1517; fine mediums, 13
the
"How,"
president
are
an
a
of
and
something
Imposition
door traveling, but even they find
ed, $5.956.35; heavy, $5.756.25;
Man's
"did you pre horse. "I came down to breakfast homer, scoring two runs ahead of him 15; fine, 1112.
Club
iwas
asked,
coach torses out of data They are fraud. But the congressmen believe vent fraud among your applicants for early one morning and was shocked and winning the game. You ought to
rough, $5.755.95; good to choice
slaves to the motoring habit on their they are read and are comforted by membership. Didn't some men try to almost into fits when I saw a line of have seen the president of our club
heavy,
$5.856.25; pigs, $5.956.30;
GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
the thought and the fraud is so in
magnificent highways.
bulk,
in
to
so
weren't
$6.156.25.
was
the
standard
mad
didn't
He
that
be
that
hansom
cabs
get
dawn
up
the
street.
night.
coming
Chicago, April 22. Wheat, May 91;
We know of no movement that will consequential compared with others weight?"
Sheep Receipts 1,000. Market is
each one occupied by one of my play- know what to do because his own
which might be mentioned that It reil- 86
July
Corn, May 51
contribute more to national and s'.ale
July steady. Native, $34.70; western,
officer
won
the
had
club
on
the
the
with
"Yes,"
his
feet
dashboard.
ers,
game."
portly
replied,
doesn't greatly matter.
Oats, May 31
July 31
legislation for better roads than the ly
'but it was no use. Applicants had to
$3.154.70; yearlings, $4.305.25;
Nobody will grudge the money that
May
Pork,
a
15.70; July 15.1015.12
of
automobile
Inauguration
lambs, native, $4.505.25; western,
be
daily
in
at
Polk
the
person
presented
Inhabicosts not to break these Ardent
along the mountain ridge.
service between America's two jr'n-clp- it
Lard, May 8.02
Ribs $4. 75 6. 25.
July 8.12
floor.
There was no
fifth
building,
will
tants
out.
villas
fled
in
Like
of
murder, they
nearby
great May 8.60; July 8.15. '"'
cities. Even the modern automo- Spirits.
LABORERS OLD AT FORTY
Let em print. Otherwise they might elevator. The applicant climbed the
alarm while from all the quarters of
en
bile, and magnificent
Even a pessimist Is apt to be optiot
five
stairs.
sc3nery
flights
insist on talking.
the city, troops and firemen hurried
route, are Incomplete factors in an enmistic
when he has something to
'At
man
met
he
ask
a
the
who
tap
o
to the spot to fight the flames.
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sell.
joyable outdoor
ed: "Were you looking for the Fat
trip without good
roads.
Complaints have been frequent that
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Best
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Market steady.
draught
Native
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ceipts
It's easy to fill the public eye if
"Yes."
" 'The main office is on the first Steel Trust are very abd, says the New the Lobby, of course.
service will be extended until all the
steers, $5.256.35; southern steers, you have the "dust."
The house committee on territories
leading cities are regular stopping ia receiving a flood of telegrams and floor,' tbe man said. 'Your applica- York World. In the number of men
s
it is probably the
points. As a factor in summer travel letters from both democrats and re tion ,is rejected. We receive no man on its
tho popularity ot these automobile publicans in New Mexico, protesting who caa climb five flights of stairs-- ' " largest single employer In this countours Is probably assured.
try. A large proportion of the laborYouth's Companion.
against any further delay in the prom m m
ers are aliens whose only experience
There will be no competition with posed favorable action on the consti
America has been as obscure parts
in
the railroads, for several obvious rea- tution of New Mexico and our speedy Oh, Jonah went
and
of the huge iron and steel making
sons. The motor cars will not at- admission to the union, remarks the
Dat whale were mighty strong.
machine. Individually they are un
tempt hlh speed, and will not travel Albuquerque Evening Herald in its He couldn't bring dat fish to land,
known. In the mass they represent
at night. Their seating capacity and editorial columns.
So Jonah went along.
tens of thousands of workmen, with
baggage allowance will be limited,
It is an unfortunate thing that And after he had done his best
many times that number of depen
Loyal Americans are constantly right at this stage of the rather deli
To make de prize his own,
dents.
seeing cate situation in congress these gen He sho' were glad to git a rest
preaching the benefits of
A recent magazine article charged
America Instead of going abroad.
An' leave dat fish alone.
A RE YOU a live one? These
tlemen, animated by a misguided zeal
and Monday Sales
intended
the men in the mills of the Steel
that
The motor car Is apparently about and a
sense
of
greatness,
personal
for live ones. They are eye openers. Don't expect to
followwere
overworked
and
Trust
the
under
'
to make Americans better acquainted should so far
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these
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were
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at
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that
prices
with their own. country.
paid
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besides
they
goods
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Of
wise.
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day,
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and broken down and ready to be
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Your opportunity will be
get
for statehood as to interpose any ob We's all been tempted every one-- discarded for new arrivals. If true,
from 7 to 9 and all day Monday
To reach beyond our size.
struction to our admission.
Store of QualA WHOLESOME VIEW
this Is a most serious indictment of
of
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Congress through the enabling act We looks foh somethln' big to do
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doubt,
good
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the methods of the most conspicuous
An' if we don't go slow
we have had during the past
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Federal Judge Anderson of Indiana has promised statehood. Both the
Bargain
Day
United
combination
the
industrial
d
view great parties of the country through We feels befo' de game Is through
sales we shall continue
years.. In these
took an inspiringly
offer our best merStates has produced.
Des' thankful to let go!
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of American citizenship when he re
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subject
exceedingly
prices.
Star.
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without
to
admit
selves
Washington
delay;
fused naturalization papers to a
annual meeting of the stockholders.
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1
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put
MUSLIN SPECIALS
INDIA LINEN SPECIALS V
LONG CLOTH SPECIALS
tried to become an American citizen. for lamentable
a few a pointer tnat it was going to rise. behind the attack on the trust as an
a
filibuster,
by
"You can't desert your wife and be
BEST QUALITIES MADE
employer of labor, but he favored an
35c quality snow white India
gentlemen who are well known for Here it Is down four points."
BOLTS
ONLY
marks
decision
His
considered good material for United
investigation.
Yes, I see. But the stock you
15c Lonsdale Cambric, 36
just such work.
28c
Linen, per yard
States citizenship," was the emphatic
In the face of all this, it seems wanted to buy is down ten poiuts, progress. It is a recognition of th
inches wide, per yard. . . . l'2jc
35c
30c
fine
snow
white
India
Underwear,
quality
grade,
immense responsibilities of the trust
declaration of the court, who went
that any New Mexican What are you kicking about?"
Lonsdale Sheetings,
possible
hardly
I2jc
bolt
26c
Linen, per yard
per
$3.00
even further and denied the applica with red blood in his veins and the
What am I kicking about? I'm toward its multitude of employes and
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India
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Underwear,
tions 01 swo otner uieu wiiu nc io- pulse of liberty in his body, could kicking because you didn't have the also of its responsibilities toward the
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per. bolt
$2.75
fuslng to support their wives. Why so far forget the duty he owes to this manhood to throw me out of your public in the management of its bus!
36 inches wide, yd., 10
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20c quality snow white India
should not this view be the statute
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good
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stitutional election.
"Yes," said Little Blnks, "Miss also turning its workmen
point be raifted still farther and the
but men at forty, it would be guilty of a
Is unfortunate, and that does not Paynter is a handsome woman,
It
al
social crime. At that age a work
(principle applied to ciitaenship
really express what delay means to but sometimes when I look at her she great
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ready possessed? Foreigners are by us at this time, that any obstruction seems to me like a woman who had man should be in his prime. He is
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J. Frank Cum. the
Wagon Mound
hanker, returned today to his home
after having been here a short time
looking after business affairs.
C. C. Catron of Santa
Fe was here
today to attend to leimi
which came ud for th
of Judge Roberta in chambers.
Roman Gallegos, chairman of the
board of county commissioners, v as
here today from his home in Sin Jose
to attend a meeting of that
body.
O. N. Marron is exoected to rHv
this evening from Albuquerque to attend the Knights of Columbus initiation, which will be held tomorrow.
Mrs. Vera Rathburn and daughter.
Miss Catherine, are in Santa Fe visit
ing Mrs. Rathburn's brother, K. M.
Chapman, a member of the staff of
the New Mexico museum.
Misses Merle, and Hulah Black of
La Junta,. Colo., arrived this afternoon. They (will be guests tonight of
their uncle, Dan Rhodes. Tomorrow
they will leave for La Junta, accom
panied by their grandmother. Mrs. M.
Rhodes, who will visit them there for
some time.
Mrs. H. W. Heymann and children
will leave
the coming week for
Koehler where they will Join Dr. Hey
mann, who recently went to that place
to assume the duties of resident phy
sician for the big mining camo. Dr.
and Mrs. Heymann have many friends
in Las Vegas who regret their departure,! which is a distinct loss in
social circles.
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Has No Equal!

"There's a Reason"
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COKE IMPROVING .
Word tas come from San Antonio,
Tex., that Henry Goke, who recently
won there for the benefit of his
health, is Improving. Mr. Goke has
Hi for some time and his many
friends here will be glad to learn of
his improvement.
HENRY

hn

Murr' Push of Wagon Mound
entertained the following people at
ait. the Castaneaa last evening
Uiuuvo
Mr: and Mrs. J. T. Rogers, jr., and
Mound, and Mrt
e nf Waeon .....
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For Spot Cash Only, No
or Premiums go

Tuesday evening the congregation
St. Paul's
Memorial
churcl will hold its annual Episcopal
meeting.
Reports of the various departments ol
the church will be read and
offlcen
for the coming year will be elected.
oi

es

With This Sale

Last evening the
Spring Chicken
crowd gave its first dance of the
season in the O. R. C. hall.
The bails was a most
enjoyable affair.
About twelve couples were
present.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Dennis
chaperoned the crowd.
post-Lente-

30c for the 7 ft. mounted 50c
Shades.
45c for the 7 ft. mounted
Opaque 75c Window Shades.
75c for the 7 ft.x38 in. wide
Duplex Shades, hand mountedi
the $1.00 Quality.
50c pair for 75c Lace Curtains
95c pair for $1.25 Lace Curtains
$1.20 pair for the $1.50 Lace

Curtains.

Games were played and
refreshments were served.
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FIVE DAYS FOR VIOLATING
SUNDAY LAW
A fine of $15 and costs and a jail
sentence of five days was this morning
imposed upon John Thompson, pro
prietor of the Antlers saloon, by Judge
Clarence J. Roberts. At a brief seer
slon of the district court held thl3
morning by Judge Roberts, Thompson
pleaded guilty to the charge of violating the Sunday closing law. In pronouncing the sentence Judge Roberts
told Thompson that had he not pleaded guilty and had been convicted by
a jury the sentence would have been
much more severe.
Judge Roberts
took occasion to state that all persons
convicted before him of the violation
of Sunday closing and other saloon
regulations would be given jail sen
tences and that no such sentence
would be remitted. Thompson has
been the only saloon
proprietor
charged with keeping open on Sunday. The district attorney has given
notice that all saloons must obey to
the letter the Sunday closing law.

The feathered lads who make up
the membership of the Las Vegas
Aerie of Eagles had one of those good
times such as Eagles only know last
night. Gathered about a table groaning with good things to eat and drink
the Eagles were the personification
of good fellowship. Speeches were
made and toasts were given. When
the Eagles left the Fraternal Brother
hood hall, where the spread occurred,
It was (with tbe understanding that
the good time enjoyed last night
would not be the last for this year.
'

Several candidates have entered
the contest for election as queen of
the carnival to be given next month
by the Greater Las Vegas band. The
lucky young lady who receives the
greatest number of votes will be
awarded a handsome diamond ring.
The voting places are Murphey's, Center Block Pharmacy, O. M. Ward's
cigar store and Red Cross drug store.
Votes will be Bold for one cent each
and the friends of the various young
women in the contest have already
1egun working for them. The prize
$20,000 HAUL OF WATCH CASES
winner will be announced and the ring
Chicago, April 22. A trunk filled awarded on the closing night of the
with gold watch cases, valued at $20,-00carival.
consigned to a manufacturer
here from a Cincinnati house, was
anniCelebrating the
stolen from an express wagon late
Odd
Fellow
of
the
of
planting
versary
yesterday in the down town streets.
on American soil the Las Vegas
While the driver was in an office ship
Odd Fellows and their sister organizabuilding delivering packages the robthe Degree of Rebekah, will on
ber boarded the wagon and drove tion,
participate in an interestWednesday
away. An hour later the wagon was
In the Odd Fellow's lodJie
program
ing
found several blocks away and later
room. District Attorney Charles W.
the trunk was found nearly six miles
G. Ward, George H. Hunker, Rev. O.
away. It' 'had been' broken open and P. Miles and other
prominent memrifled.-1Sbers of the craft will make addressee.
IK 'ic i
"v i
'',
wl h II.'..
The history of Odd Fellowship, Its
NOTICE
past triumphs and its prospects for the
future will be told. Following the
Hunting or fishing is prohibited
this date on the property of this program in the lodge room the Odd
down
company which includes the Kroenlg Fellows and Rebekahs will sit
&
one
cafes
local
of
in
the
t
banquet
lakes, Lake Isabel and Lake Montoya,
(.
formerly owned by the Placlta Ranch
" Friday evening May ' 5; has been Secompany.
lected by the Las Vegas council of
TEN LAKES LAND CO.
Sat
N.lf.
Knights of Columbus as the date for
Onava,
0,

niney-secon-

LJ

U. AM

straight, honest, Cream of Tartar
Baking PowdeW Made from Grapes.
Makes better, more healthful food.
its brilliant dance, to be given in the
armory. Invitations will be Issued early next week. The various commit
tees in charge of the affair have been
at work for several weeks and have
arranged to make pleasurable the
minutest details. Tomorrow afternoon in the Fraternal Brotherhood
hall the council will initiate a class
of over twenty candidates. O. N.
Marron of Albuquerque, district dep
uty grand knight will hare charge of
the work. All three degrees will be
conferred. Knights from Albuquerque,
Raton, Santa Fe and other cities will
be present Following the initiation
a banquet will be served.

BRIDGECONTRACTS

The O. R. c( hall was the scene of
a .happy aocjpj. gathering Thursday
evening when the wives of the mem
OpposltejYM. C. A.. E. '.as Vegas bers of the various . railroad fraternities entertained their husbands and
other railroad men with an informal
reception and dance. A musical pro
SALOONKEEPER IS
gram was given early In the evening after which dancing was enjoyed.
SENTENCED TO JAIL Refreshments were served. It is
planned to give similar parties at Internals of one month or six weeks
JOHN THOMPSON
MUST SERVE during the summer.
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The Fortnightly club danced Wed
nesday night In the Rosenthal hall.
Most of the members of the crowd
had been observing Lent and the
To the Brotherhood of Locomotive
dance, consequently, was greatly en
Firemen
and Englnemen belong the
The
was
music
joyed.
excellent and
credit for having given the most
dancing continued until a late hour.
elaborate dance that has occurred !n
Las Vegas in several months. The
A picnic dance will be
Tues
given
day evening by the Las Vegas lodge dance took place in the armory on
of the B'Nai B'Rlth. The lodge has Tuesday evening. It was attended by
given several similar events in past an Immense crowd, but the floor comyears and the members are looking mittee put every one of the Brotherforward to a repetition of the good hood's guests in tie way of having a
times enjoyed on the former occa good time; if he didn't take advantage
of it it was his own fault. The hall
sions.
was beautifully decorated In the red,
The Optic desires to print in this white and green of the order. Lan
column all the society news of the terns In these colors created a pretty
Locomotive head
week together with announcements lighting effect
of events to occur during the week lights were placed at either end of
following each Saturday issue. Clubs the hall and were used for the moonand lodges are invited to contribute light dances. Handsome souvenir pronews of social events participated in grams were given the dancers.
by them, as are all persons who entertain. Society notes should be telephoned or sent to the society editor's DELAY SIGNING OF
desk not later than Friday evening
of each week.

5

8--

The young people of the First Baptist church participated in an informal
social last evening in the church
par
wrs. Tne affair was in the form of
a reception for the new pastor. Rev.
O. P. Miles.

$1.40 pair for the $1.75 and $2
Lace Curtains.
$1.00 a week will buy a new
Buck's Range, 6 hole, big value
for $40.00.
$9.85 for the $12.50 Dexter
Washing Machine.
$1.95 for the $2.85 Lace Curtain Stretcher with easel back,
the best kind on the market.
52c square yard for the 75c
Printed Linoleum. '
62c square yard for the 85c
Printed Linoleum.
$1.10 square yard for the
$1.50 Inlaid Linoleum.
$1.20 square yard for the
Inlaid Linoleum.
Off any Navajo Indian
Kug.
$19.60 for the $25.00 Smith
Axmmster Rugs, 3 by 10-$21.85 for the $27.50 Smith
Axminster Rugs, 9 by 12 ft.
5
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For Building Up
Body and Brain

For week ending
April 29

$1-7-

Grocer and Butcher.

The dog with the handsomest
seldom wins the fight.

or

you by making big reductions
in just the goods you need,
right now

,t

Western
Garden

J.

Cleaning house is now in

der and we are going to help

m.Mti.,

Phone Main 3

buying

House Cleaning
Clxfy Years iho Standard

trip.
Mrs. W. J. Lucas returned
today
tom an extended trip to California
and Denver.
.

measuring- :the man Who knowi bW
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

We Have

i

James D. David,
nv
is in the city on a
business

weighty the

Received

t

PERSONALS f

man who does the

WINTERS DRUG
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COMMISSIONERS
DESIRE. TO IN
QUIRE MORE FULLY INTO
THE MATTER

After considering at some length
the provisions of the contract drawn
up by the Missouri Bridge and Iron
Works and after a study of the specifications for the construction of the
three new bridges to be built by the
county this year, the board of county
commissioners this morning decided
not to sign the contract until the next
regular meeting, which will be held a
week from next Monday.
Engineer
George E. Morrison was instructed to
notify the bridge company to send a
representative to attend the meeting,
as the commissioners desire to consult with him on certain phases of the
work to be done. District Attorney
Ward, to whom the blank contract
was given for examination several
days ago, approved the document. It
likely would have been signed by the
commissioners had they fully decided
upon the nature of the plans of the
bridge construction to be adopted, on
which they desire advice from the
bridge company.

Sold without deception.
NO

LIME PHOSPHATE

ALUM-N- O

i

In food must therefore act as a poison.'
--fnf. JohntoH, Yttlt

MAlum

Vtmtratj.

Read the label.
no
Duy
baking
unless
the label shows powder
It to be made
from Cream of Tartar.
SALE OF TRACTION
PROPERTY CONFIRMED
JUDGE ROBERTS
TION

FOR

DENIES

ACCOUNTING

ED BY BUDDECKE,

TOMMY

BASEBALL

PETIASK-

AT AMUSEMENT PARK
MAROONS AND THE RAILROADERS
WILL CROSS BATS FOR

ET AL

THIRD TIME

Clarence J. Roberts this
Judge
morning in chambers gave his decision in the final bit of litigation in
the case of the Trust Company of St
Louis county against the Las Vegas
Railway and Power company and
William A. Buddecke.
In this case
the purchaser of the electric light
plant and street railway company applied for the confirmation
by the
court of the sale made by the special
master to the Las Vegas Light and
Power company.
The defendants,
while not opposing the confirmation
of the sale applied for an accounting
by the purchaser and predecessor in
interest This was denied by the

For the third time this season the
Railroaders and the Maroons will
meet tomorrow afternoon at Amusement park. Both preceding contests
have been won by the Maroons. This
time the Railroaders say they are going to annex the long end of the
score. Harper Harmon will likely be
ing the box for the Railroaders. Mon-tan- o
or Ellis will oppose him. The
rivalry between the two teams insures a fast contest A small admission fee will be charged In order to
defray expenses. Both the Maroons
and the Railroaders have strengthened,
materially since last Sunday and the
fans will not be disappointed if they
court
Next, the defendants challenged the attend tomorrow's game,
right of the
purchaser to rise 150 bonds
In paying- - the purchase price of, the
SUPPORT. THC.BAND IS.,.
property. This was likewise denied.
The Greater Las Vegas band needs'
Finally the defendants made applica- uniforms and muslo In
order that 'It
tion for an attorney's fee of $6,500 to
a
be
of the
may
good
representative
bond
be taxed against all the
holders,
whose name it bears.
including the holders of the 262 community
'
bonds which are owned by the pres These once obtained there will be
little
to
attached
the
expense
support
ent purchaser, the Las Vegas Light
of the band. In a few days citizens
and Power company.
They
The court, after having this latter will be asked to contribute."
should Co bo willingly. Money donated
consideration
since
under
the
question
last adjournment of the case, also to the band will prove a good Investment The 'organization Is now one
denied this application.
Messrs. Veeder and Veeder repre- of the best In th southwest In spite
the suc- of the fact It Is only six months old.
sented the defendants-whil- e
cessful petitioners were represented It is constantly Improving under the
by Alfred Gregory of New York and directorship of Robert Kasper.
William G. Haydon and Charles A.
Spless of this city.
Good results always follow Foley's
Kidney Pills. They give prompt re
lief in all cases of kidney and bladder
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
disorders. Try them. O. G. Schaefer
BROMO Quinine and Red Cross Drug Co.
Take LAXATIVE
falls to cure. E. W. GROVE'S signa
Tablets. Druggists refund money If K
ture is on each box. 25a
-

"

,

'

Frank Revell,

CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
In cases of rheumatism relief from
Furnished on All Kinds of
Estimates
rest
and
possible.
pain makes sleep
This may be obtained by applying
Building Job Work a Specialty.
Chamberlain's Liniment. For sale by
Phone Main 336.
Opposite Optic.
all druggists.
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San MiguelNational Bank
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$100,000.00
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PRANK SPRINOER, Vic President,
D.T.HOSKINS, Chief,
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080,000.00
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Interest Paid on Time Deposits
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Is for everyone to open a savings account while
they have an earning ability, and to save systematically. Getting interest on deposits is the easiest
way to make money ever known.

Our Savings Bank
advantages

.

'

Our Good Advice

to depositors , 'Wb of ' the
Offers many
most important are safety and reliability. ,M'It would
be to your advantage to have an account
;'with this
'
' "
:
ru: ' :"
bank, why don't you?j "
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APRIL 30 VILL BE
TUBERCULOSIS

TO

DAY
THROUGHOUT
CHURCHES
THE COUNTY WILL HOLD
SPECIAL SERVICES

PULPIT
:and:

Choir Loft
CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
CONCEPTION
Adrian
Rabeyrolle.

THE LOBBY
THE

RESTAURANT AND CAFl

8H0RT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

SOCIETY AND BUSINESS
CHAPMAN

LODGE

DIRECTORY

NO. 2, A. F. A

RED MEN Meet in Fraternal Broth
erhood hall the sleep of the fourth
comRegular
at
m.; second mass
Thursday of each month, eighth
munication first and
at 10 a. m. Sunday school in English
thirtieth breath. Visiting
run,
and Spanish at 3 p. m., in Spanish at
third Thursday In each
brothers
m.
1:30
and
always welcome to the
month.
benediction
p.
broth,
Rosary
Visiting
Anril 30 has been set aside this
W. O. Wood,
wigwam.
sacrament
ers
sache"m;
blessed
of
Invited.
at
7:30
the
cordially
p.
will
and
"Tuberculosis
Day,"
year as
David
chief of records and
m.
Flint,
H.
M.:
William
W.
Chas.
H.
Stapp,
be observed In 200,000 churches in the
collector of wampum.
Cathechism for English speaking Sporleder, Secretary.
country in a manner similar to that
4
on
on
children
and
m.,
p.
Tuesday
of "Tuberculosis Sunday" in 1910.
LA 8 VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2, B. P. O. ELK8 Meets utonint anil
were Saturday 10 a, m.; for Spanish speaksermons
40,000
when over
fourth Tuesday evening of each
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
children on Thursday 4 p. m., and
preached on the prevention of con- ing
month at O. R. C. hall. Visiting
Tuea-Von Saturday at 9 a. m.
conciave second
sumption. The National Association
Brothers are cordially invited. J.
Ma- eacn
daT
la
month
at
and Prevention of Tu
the
for
Study
K.
Martin, Exalted Ruler; D. W.
D2.
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SOR sonlo Temple at 7:30 p. m. C.
Optic's Number, Main
berculosis hopes to enlist all of the
Condon,
Secretary.
S.
Re
ROWS
Chas.
Rev.
Paul
Tamme,
Gilberton, pastor. Boucher,
C;
In the
33,000,000 church members
corder.
6:30
mass
a.
at
First
Sun
third
m.,
ADVER-- country in this movement.
RATES FOR CLASSIFIED
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tues
mass 8:30,
Day day excepted. Second
In one respect Tuberculosis
TISEMENT8
day evenings each month, at FraVEGAS
CHAPTER
NO.
LAS
3,
sermon in English, hymns rendered
ternal Brotherhood hall. Visiting
ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular
Five cent per line each insertion. will differ from Tuberculosis Sunday
by the children under the direction
Brothers are cordially invited. G.
Estimate six ordinary words to a of 1910. Instead of requesting the
convocation first Monday
of the Sisters of Loretto. Third mass
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D- - W.
line. No ad to occupy less space than churches to give to the tuberculosis at
in each month at Ma10:30 a. m., sermon in Spanish.
Condon, Secretary
two lines. All advertisements charg- cause a special Sunday service, the
7:30
sonic
at
p.
Temple,
From 3 to 4 Sunday school. At 4
m. J. A. Rutledge, H.
ed will, be booked at space actually Dlan is. to ask this year that meet
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
of tubercu- - Benediction of the Blessed Sacra
set, without regard to number of ings, at which the subject
P.; Chas. H- - Sporleder,
NO. 804 Meets second and fourth
At
New
ment
can
dis
Mexico
the
be
and
its
losis
prevention
Hospital
words. Cash In advance preferred.
secretary.
Thursday in O. R. C. hall. Pioneer
cussed, be held on Sunday, April 30, for the Insane mass every fourth
building. Visiting members are cor
or on any other day near the date, Sunday by the pastor.
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
dially Invited. W. R, Tipton, O.K.;
Sw
either in the week preceding or the
Meets second and fourth ThursE. P. Mackel, F. S.
is
desired
is
What
week following.
FIRST METHODIST EPISCOPAL
days in Masonic Temple. Mrs.
be CHURCH
the subject of tuberculosis
M.
that
Cot.
Matron;
and
street
Na
Agnes
Eighth
Tripp, Worthy
FOR SALE Cheap, 1 175 refrigerator
I. O. O. F LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
discussed in all of the 200,000 churches tional avenue, m. C. Anderson, pastor.
Thomas B. Bowen, Worthy Patron;
In om only a short time. Inquire
1. Meets every Monday
evening at
A.
of the United States at as nearly the
Minerva
Mrs.
school
at 9:45. Junior
Howell, Secretary.
Sunday
1107 Douglaa.
their
hall on Sixth street All visit-does
This
same time as possible.
Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth street
League at 2:30 p. m.; Epworth League
ing brethren cordially Invited to at
not demand that a stated service be at 6:30; evening preaohing service at
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all detend. Carl Carl Wertz, N. G.: A.
NO
LODGE
1,
DORADO
EL
given over to this work, although 7:30.
T. Rogers, V. G.; T. M. Elwood.
scriptions. Notary seals and rec- that mlorht be desirable, but that any
A cordial Invitation is extended to
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS Meets
ords at The Optlo ofCce.
Secretary; W. E. Crites, treasurer;
he
minister, or other authority whom
all who have no other place of woi
every Monday eveC V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
the
problem
may Invite, may present
to attend divine services at this
ning in Castle hall.
FOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock to his congregation before or after ship
church.
Visiting Knights are LAS VEGA8 CAMP NO. 13779 MOD
baby chick. $14.00 per 100. Money the regular service, or on any day
ERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
must accompany order. Mrs. Mag- within the week preceding or follow
Invited.
cordially
BAPTIST CHURCH. Corner Main
Meets the second and fourth Fri
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other
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The police authorities sent pictures gulmpe
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do
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by his firm.
Is a sate and effective medicine for
Davie
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and
fugitive
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descriptions
WALD1NG, KINNAN & MARVIN,
seem to loom up more aggressively un
children as It does not contain opiates
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time
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of the hins and to give an approxi bottle. Sold by all druggists.
The cup that cheers It a noisy piece
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the latest appeal by Lawyer Albert T. February 23 of this year. Mr. Slechta. mated straight and narrow silhouette.
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of
life
a
crockery.
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pation.
who
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Patrick,
While this idea is not carried to an
In Sing 8Ing prison for the murder communicated by wire with the Bos extreme in all frocks as In some of
of William Marsh Rice. The present fnn tioIIca and the latter annlled to
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rendered Secretary of State Knox for a pro the strictly first class empire
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appeal Is from the decision
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THIS VICINITY has a olinateot unsurpassed healthfulnesa with- fiM
of date.
out extremes of heat or cold, having nearly 300 days of
one of embezzlement and the neces
Sleeves have not been radically
sunshine in the year.
sary papers were Issued by the state changed since last autumn, though one
deDartment.
arThe water supply Is abundant and pure, furnished by mountain
finds a good many floppy draped
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or from wells of not great depth.
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in chiffon along
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The
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Lands here are lower In price than we know of anywhere elio
completed Davie was turned over to and
It to the sleeve in such
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conditions are equally good.
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authorities
them by the
manner that some soft, irregularity of
Crops are principally alfalfa, oats, wheat, potatoes, corn and forJanerio and the two inspectors with folds on movement will he attained.
age. Sugar beets promise to be profitable.
their prisoner, sailed on the Byron for There are lone sleeves of chiffon too,
"Dry Farming," practiced scientifically, it proving to bt successful
New York on April 5.
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aMjo or
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An irrigation system to cover many thousand arces surrounding
FOUNDER wrist
HONOR DARTMOUTH'S
.
the city Is now being constructed.
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Mining developments In the adjacent mountain! are showing up
exercises" were held at Dartmouth Col have sleeves broadly open at the hot
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oftm. tha
npnnnnt stvle
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lege today In celebration of the
nearby.
hundredth anniversary of the hirth or reachlne a threefluarter length.
The Pecos National Forest, which Is near, afford! excellent gratEleazar Wheelock, who is regarded as majority of these coats are quite short
for
large numbera of cattle and borsei at a nominal coit Stock
ing
Company, the official founder of the Institution. and very loose, but the chopped-of- f
Is a profitable business.
raising
cutting the
Dr Wheelock was born at Windham,
natural pleasure ground abounds in this National Forest,
A
great
OlIFORHIARGSYfiUPCo. Vt., April 22, 1711. He secured the figure so nearly In the middle Is usu
with its grand scenery, Us trout streams and big game.
charter for Dartmouth College In 1769 allv mitigated by the long lines of botr
Beautiful mountain resorts within easy access of the city are open
and hecame first president of the In- collars or revers, running to the
the
all
year for health or pleasure seekers.
of the
Rackaqe stitution, of which he remained at the torn or almost to the bottom
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not
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coat fronts. Where this
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COFFEE and CHOCOLATE SETS,
Ohoapor than ever offered in Las Vegas.
OUT GLASS BON-BODISHES and
ALL PIECES, less than Eastern Prices.
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Call and see our bargains
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Cleanses the System

effectually; Dispels
colds and Headaches.
due to constipation.
Best for men, women
and children: young

and oia.
act its Beneficial

effects,always note the
name of the
plainly printed on the
front of every
of tho Genuine
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Some habits one should want to break and
all bad habits are bad to keep.

0
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The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
good habit anyone can have.
Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
best opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead," will surely get quick
success.
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0
0
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The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
will help people to get what they want when
they want it.

0
0
0
0
0
0

Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.
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If it may be termed a science

The

Science of
Selling

mast

include a means of presenting the
proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers. To reach this
class in the southwest use the

Farms
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Lunch every morning at

Main
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FREE! I
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LUDWIG Wn.
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Three prominent speakers will give
addresses at tho First Methodist Episcopal church tomorrow evening on
"Books, Moving Pictures and Crime."
The speakers are Dr. Frank H. H.
Robers, Judge Clarence J. Roberts and
District Attorney C. W. G. Ward. All
are deeply interested in these timely
subjects and the addresses will bo of
special Interest to young people and
to all parents who feel the Importance
of superintending tho reading matter
and amusements of their children.
There is a false impression that the
purpose of the meeting is to appoint
a committee to act with the library
board In exercising a censorship over
the books In the public- library but
those who are arranging for tho meet
ing have no such thought in mind.

Dr. Roberts lecture on "The Humor
and Pathos of Travel," at the Meth
odist church last evening, was im
mensely enjoyed by a large audience.

-

The Little Sheperdess," "Oriental
Abduction," "Getting Even," "The
Changeling," and "Schultz Has the
Smallpox." Fine subjects, all good.

pressing. Prompt delivery. Satisfac
tion guaranteed. The Parisian Dry
Co. Phone
Cleaning and Pressing
Main 35.

First National Bank
OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

Jefferson" Mn6LDs, President

- Cashier
E. D. RAYNOLDS, HALLETT RAYNOL&&, As't Cashier

Two carloads of recruits for the
United States coast artillery passed
through Las Vegas today on Santa Fe
train No. 1. The soldiers were on
their way to San Francisco, where
they will bo detailed for service. They
were recruited in Jefferson Barracks,

Bureau, a lawyer, will make the address on tho subject "A Boy's Ambition." Good music will bo provided.
Tt la expected that a large number of
boys will bo present.

Sherman Post of the Grand Army
of tho Republic, will meet tomorrow
morning in tho office of tho Mutual
Building and Loan association for the
purpose of marching In a body to the
First Methodist church, where Dr,
Frank H. H. Roberts will preach a
This aftrtloon at 8:30 o'clock at
sermon on tho Life of General IT. S.
the family homo, 707 Main street, "as
Grant,
held tho funeral of little Helen Williams, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. R.
O. Williams. Services were conducted
want a by Rev. E. C. Anderson and burial
You
was in Odd Fellows cemetery. Numerous beautiful floral offerings attested
was
tho esteem in which tho dead child
would you?
was held.
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The Kareful Klothing Kleaning Ko.
Phone Vegas 450

614 Lincoln Avenue

same

way

will
the quality

flour--Yo- u

of our

Requires a skillful process To take a garment
and clean it without shrinking or spoiling the shape
requires experience. We have been in the business
for a number of years and have the experience.

cheap

the

remember

.

CREAM

LOAF FLOUR

long after the price
has been forgotten.

,

TRY ONE SACK AND

SATISFY YOURSELF

KOOKT-OT-

church tomorrow at
the 11 o'clock service will ho held
the children's Easter festival and
holy baptism. Tho Lenten offering
will also be presented. Every mem
ber of tho Sunday school is requested
to be present to receive an easier
plant. Tho children will assemble in
o'clock. There
Guild hall at 10:45
will be no regular session of Sunday
school.

pooregg for breakfast

DRY CLEANING

E

Cooked Rolled Oats Ready

J. STEAMS
GROCER.

to Serve

Voting places for the diamond ring
popularity, contest, which will be
conducted in connection with the band
carnival are located at Murphey's drug
store, the Center Block Pharmacy, O.
M. Ward's cigar store and the Red
Cross drug store. Vote early and get
your favorite candidates well started.
The E. Romero Hose and Fire company will hold drills regularly each
Monday evening during tho spring
and summer. Practice In making connections with the flro plugs will bo
done In an effort to increase the effiLater
ciency of the organization.
ladder drills will he taken up.
Tomorrow morning at 11 o'clock Dr.
Frank H. H. Roberts will give an anniversary address at tho First Methodist church on "Tho Llfo and CharTho
acter of General TJ. S. Grant."
address wil be of special interest to
all old soldiers and to all students of
American history.

ONIONBIG REDUCTION
Z
ON ONION SETS

First Oatmeal Cooked, Ready
to Serve Ever Manufactured

Yellow Onion Sets 10c per quart
(

Graaf

&

FRESH IN) AT

Hayward Co. Store

many
other,
users.

Wk H AT!

LF ELD

Is the first thing you notice in the
dress of The Other Fellow and you
may be assured it is the tirst thing
he notices about your dress. Have
THAT right and you are SURE
to pass muster of critical eyes.

Iron

Special Price on Large Quantities

I

If.!!

.'

Store Phone Main

.

SWIPED ICE CREAM

WE WILL GLADLY
SHOW YOU

BAPTIST YOUNG PEOPLE'S SOCIAL
MARRED BY LOSS OF

RE-

FRESHMENTS
When the Baptist young people got
ready to serve tho refreshments at
their social last night they discover
ed Oh! Horrors! that the ice cream
freezer had taken unto Itself wings.
Search as they might no clow as 1o
tho whereabouts of tho freezer or its
abductors could be discovered.
A
hastily organized posse began investigations and got on the trail of six tee u
heavily armed and masked men of
from 16 to 21 years of ago. The criminals made their escape and it Is likely they are hiding In the mountains.
Indignation ran high and it is not cor
tain tho thieves would not have been
uanged in effigy if they had bmm
captured. This is not the first case
ct ice cream stealing that has occurred here recently. Those who have
suffered say It's High Time to Call a
Halt.

Soft HatsDerbys

Q

reenberger
VA

-

Square Deal"

.

1

j

f

j

,

'i

462,

fcaneh Phone 276.

Don't beat your car'
polo and start the
gcrmo to flying, use
the Vacuum Cleaner.
Picks up dirt and
germs. We rent the
cleaner for $1 a day.

ace

Curt ains
Our department
for caring
for these articles embraces the
most careful attention to details
of handling.
In the cleaning process wo
use only softened and filtered
wa ter, which moans a whltenesa
and cleanliness only produced
by the use of soft water and a
necessary saving to tho delicate net in the washing process

Las Vegas Light
& Power Com

Phone Main 206,

Las Vegas Steam Laundry
Phone Main 81.

Mission Goods Just Received
" Loo!iin Our Windows
Early English Eiectric Lamps, Complete only $3.25
Early English Electric Domes, Complete only $9 50
Early English Hall and Library Clocks-8-D- ay
movements, warranted, only
$8.50
Bigger Bargains were never shown in Las Vegas

J.

C.

m

WHY

2,000

Retail Prices:

lbs, or'more. each delivery,

20c

per

Ibt., to 2,000 Ibt., each delivery, 25c
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs, each
delivery, 30c
5U lbs., to 200
lbs, each delivery 40c
Less than 50 lb., each delivery, 50c

1,000

WHEAT
the Best to

JOHNSEN & SON
IflOSlEniOTCIlEllCABiiKM

OUR WHOLE

Is

J

SOME GREAT

Wo have every appliance
necessary coupled with tho
"know how" to produce satisfactory results.

Use

It contains all the elements
necessary for building, nour-

ishing and sustaining the
human body.
Especially
beneficial for those who suffer from indigestioti. ' "liade
in a sanitary way, baked in

BOUCHER'S
(The Coffee Man.)

110

lb.

100 Iba.
100
100

'

lbs.
lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPANY

mi

and Retail

SCREENED
Anthracite Coal, all sizes

.

100 lbs.

per
per
per
per

Harvesters. Storors and Distributors of Natural Ice. tho
ourttr M
lasting qualities of which have made La, Vegas famous. Office 701
Douglas Avenue.

a sanitary oven."
"There's a Reason"

Perry Onion & Son
...l

Our hats are ALWAYS right both in STYLE and quality
and are DOUBLY guaranteed to you, first by the maker then
by us. Our stock is now full to the brim with Soft Hats and
Derbys. We have just received our complete line of Panamas
and Sailors in all the latest blocks.

MISCHIEF MAKERS

At. St. Paul's

wouldn't

A General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestio and Foreign Exchange.

point

-

A series of three meetings for boys
will bo begun tomorrow afternoon at
o'clock at the Y. M. C. A. Fred

The

Panamas Sailors

Tho spring term of tho district
court for Mora county will bo opened
Monday in tho court house at Mora
Not
by Judge Clarence J. Roberts.
a great deal of criminal business is
awaiting the attention of tho court
although the grand Jury is expected
to bo busy investigating cases that
have arisen since tho last term. The
term will not last over two weeks and
it is possible it may bo closed within
week. Judge Roberts, Court Clerk
Gortner
Joerns, Court Stenographer
and District Attorney Ward will to
Tomorrow will be a day of special
early Monday morning to Mora to at interest at the
Dr.
Baptist church.
tend court
Miles will preach In the morning on
Valuo of Religion." In
The committee of baseball directors "Comparative on
the evening
"Literature of the
merchants
a
few
yesterday visited
Dust." The public is invited.
and fans and began the subscription
list for the support of the baseball
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
team during the coming season. The
committee met with considerable sue at tho Opera Bar. Served from barcess. Although but a few men were rels on tho bar.
seen, indications are that .sufficient
money (will be raised to assure good
haRehnJl.
The Maroons' season will
begin about May 15.

Mo.

ESTABLISHED 1876

I

PHONE MAIN 379

A young married man of this city
has been indulging lately in a pro
longed and strenuous flirtation with a
school girl who ought to know better.
Kls friends have noticed it and her
friends have not overlooked It and
the gossips are getting busy.

Phone Main 131

Its Weakest Link

Sold on the Easiest Terms

Wo are prepared to take care of
any and all kinds of cleaning and

Vegas Roller Mills

to

A steel range is no better than its weakest
Some Tanyes Tiave many good points, but also
BAD point.4
The jIAJESTIC Malleable
Range has more really good features than any
and this fact is recognized by thousands of

.

The Mission tea of the Presbyterian
church will bo held next Tuesday af
ternoon at the home of Mrs. R. R.
Larkln.

Choice Durham Seed Wheat
Choice Ghurson White Oats
Choice Millet Seed

I Las

,

and
Davis, ladles' 'tailored
fancy gowns. 10J7Tllden.v Telephone

Spring Wheat

free one
NEW STYLE ASBESTOS
BREAD TOASTER with each
sack of OUR PRIDE FLOUR

do Stronger,

Mrs.

11

We give absolutely

Js

o'clock

10

Program Photoplay theater tonight:

-

FREE!

at

bar

District Attorney Charles W. G.
is anticiDatlnA the arrival of a
Ward
$
Ford runabout which he ordered recently. The district attorney has been
badly bitten by the motorbug.

CALL ON US
Choice Colorado

(

Chicken, lemon ioe and orange cake
for Sunday dinner at White Kitchen.
Service begin 11:30. Dinner 25 cents,

IKE DAVIS
FOR YOU SEE WE HAVE-

Always get the best at Nolette'a
barber shop.

at Long's Buffet

-

Chain

I

Old Crow sold over the
Long's Bullet.

And the best that can be proem ed.
It is rather green and not very desirable for the table, but good for
SOUPS and SALADS.

1

A

I

1

Mil

Is About Out of
Season. What We Have is From

1

LOCAL NEWS

U

cerrTllos

LUMP

Steam Coal.
;V
Sawed Wood and Kindling:

B. 17. CONDON

Foot of Main St.

Phono Main 2 1

